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Summary 
The aim of this research was to examine experiences that might be considered 

unique to being gay and being a gay father. Work carried out in this field is scare 

and it is hoped that publications from this thesis will add to the body of 

knowledge related to fathering amongst this population. The first chapter of this 

thesis examines the factors that assist and impede disclosure of homosexuality. 

Factors have been divided into intrapersonal, interpersonal and 

societal/environmental categories for convenience of reporting. However, it is 

recognised that these factors do not exist in isolation of each other. 

The second chapter investigates the experience of gay fathers who have disclosed 

their homosexuality to their children. Analysis of interviews carried out with gay 

fathers suggests a model of disclosure where fathers achieve a realisation of their 

homosexuality followed by a desire to be honest about it. Fathers then disclosed 

their sexuality to their children. The effects on the child, on the father and on the 

father/child relationship are discussed. The impact of supportive others who are 

important in the lives of the father and children seem to be paramount to a 

successful outcome. Clinical implications of this study are discussed along with 

the study's limitations and ideas for future research. 

The third chapter examines the experience of a gay man who became a father via 

donor insemination. Salient factors related to this method of fathering, being 

gay, and being later contacted by the child are discussed. 
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The final chapter contains the authors' reflections on a personal experience that 

impeded disclosure of his own homosexuality. The author entered reparative 

therapy holding the belief that he did not want to be gay. Following therapy 

failure, the author reached a position of self acceptance. Implications for 

clinicians are discussed. 
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Chapter One 
Disclosure of homosexuality: A review of 

intrapersonal, interpersonal and 
societal/environmental factors. 
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Abstract 

This review examines the current literature centring on the factors that assist and 

impede individuals to disclose their homosexuality. Appropriate search terms 

were entered into Psychlnfo, PsychArticles and Medline databases. Relevant 

papers were then selected for review. Factors were then categorised into 

intrapersonal, interpersonal and societal/environmental factors. Methodological 

concerns are discussed, as are ideas for future research. The paper concludes 

with clinical implications of this review. 

Key Words: Homosexuality, disclosure, intrapersonal, interpersonal, societal. 
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Introduction 

Homosexual Identity Development 

Disclosing that one is lesbian, gay or bisexual (LGB) has been defined as a 

person acknowledging to oneself and others that his or her sexual orientation is 

alternative to assumed heterosexuality (Martin, 1991; Johnston & Jenkins, 2004). 

In order to disclose as LGB, one must first come to a realisation of this. The 

term identity has been defined as ̀ who a person is, or the qualities of a person or 

group which make them different from others', (Cambridge Advanced Learners 

Dictionary, 2005). A sexual identity is only one component part that forms a 

person's global identity that can also include political, religious and occupational 

identities among others (Konik & Stewart, 2004). One of the most influential 

models of LGB identity development was proposed by Cass (1979). Cass 

deduced a six stage theory of how one develops a LGB identity: identity 

confusion, characterised by an awareness of being different to peers; identity 

comparison, where an individual thinks they may be homosexual; identity 

tolerance, when the individual knows they are homosexual; identity acceptance, 

characterised by active exploration of the gay community; identity pride, when 

the individual becomes a member of the gay community; and, identity synthesis, 

when the individual accepts them self and others. In Cass's model, disclosure to 

oneself takes place at the end of stage three, and to others during stage five. 

Other theorists have also proposed models that are sequential in nature (for many 

critiqued examples see Eliason, 1996). 
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However, sexual identity is more than merely the direction of attraction. 

Yarhouse et al. (2005) described sexual identity as encompassing biological sex, 

gender identity (identification as male or female), sex role (society expectations 

for biological sex), sexual orientation (direction and persistence of sexual 

attraction) and intention or valuative framework (intended action about sexual 

attraction whilst taking into account beliefs and values). Hence, a homosexual 

orientation is only one part of a homosexual identity. Yarhouse et al. (2005) 

point out that although there has been a societal shift from using the term 

homosexual to gay, that this is essentially a shift from orientation to identity and 

should not be considered to be one and the same. It is worth stating that not all 

homosexually orientated individuals will strive to achieve a homosexual identity 

as it may be unwanted or conflict with other held beliefs. 

`Coming out' and disclosing 

In common parlance, when related to disclosing ones LGB orientation or 

identity, the terms `coming out' and disclosure seem to be used interchangeably. 

However, disclosure is seen as only one pivotal part of the `coming out' process 

(Floyd & Stein, 2002). `Coming out' may be considered as a one off event, 

whereas disclosure needs to take place time and again and involves a weighing 

up of the potential costs and benefits, gains and losses (Schope, 2002). An LGB 

individual must choose whether to disclose to friends, family, work colleagues 

and strangers and must calculate disclosing decisions when each new person is 

introduced. Miscalculation can lead to rejection, abuse and even instigate suicide 

(D'Augelli et al., 2001). In most situations LGB individuals continually need to 

vary their behaviour and information conveyed based on who knows what 
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(Harry, 1993). Continually managing information and self monitoring can 

invoke a significant level of stress. Taking this into account, it is no surprise that 

there are extensive associations between homosexuality and high levels of stress, 

guilt, low self-esteem, shame, stigma, substance abuse, and anxiety (D'Augelli et 

al., 2001; Meyer, 2003; Johnston & Jenkins, 2004; Yarhouse et al., 2005). In 

addition, specific acts of disclosure are associated with the considerable strain of 

living a double life (Munt et al., 2002), living in fear that someone will tell 

(Savin-Williams & Ream, 2003) and a high emotional toll because of knowingly 

deceiving loved ones (Boon & Miller (1999). Further, Yarhouse et -al. (2005) 

report that some individuals chose to disclose as a way of avoiding a 

psychological crisis, implying that participants perceive that not disclosing will 

lead to this. 

Motivations for and against disclosure are rarely cited in empirical literature 

(Savin-Williams & Ream, 2003) and to date there has yet to be a review that has 

captured and systematised the information from the small amount of research 

carried out. This current review of the literature seeks to redress this issue and 

will focus on factors that assist and impede disclosure. 
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Literature Search Strategies 

To review the literature relevant to factors that assist and factors that impede 

disclosing sexual identity to others, specific search terms were entered into the 

PsychINFO, PsychARTICLES and MEDline databases. The following specific 

search terms were used and searched by abstract and title field; sexual 

orientation combined with disclosure, sexual orientation combined with self- 

disclosure, homosexuality combined with disclosure, homosexuality combined 

with self-disclosure, and `coming out'. In addition the terms sexual identity 

development, sexual identity formation, sexual orientation combined with 

disclosure, sexual orientation combined with self-disclosure, and homosexuality 

combined with self-disclosure were used to search under the document descriptor 

category. Returns were selected on the basis that they had been published in a 

journal reviewed by peers. These search results were then examined for 

particular relevance. During this period a high number of studies were rejected 

on the basis that they were not directly relevant or because they were theoretical 

or other literature reviews. Others were rejected because it was unclear whether 

disclosure to another person took place or whether variables investigated were 

related to disclosure or the development of a homosexual identity. 

Further to the above online searching and sifting exercise, a small amount of 

literature was found via references within papers obtained from the first search 

strategy. These additional papers were checked for further relevant literature. 

This process was repeated until no new literature came to light. 

14 



Results & Discussion 

Twenty one papers were selected for review. Table one (overleaf) lists 

demographic details, factors investigated and factors that have been identified 

that assist disclosure of homosexuality in twenty papers. Table two lists similar 

in fifteen studies where factors have been identified that impede disclosure. 
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On further analysis and for the purpose of discussion, the literature will be 

discussed under three categories; intrapersonal factors, interpersonal factors and 

societal/environmental factors. The three categories have been sub-categorised 

into assisting and impeding factors. Although the relevant literature has been 

categorised accordingly, it is possible that factors may exist across several 

categories. In addition, the variables discussed are in discreet categories, but 

they will inevitably interact. 
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Intrapersonal factors that assist people to disclosure 

Many intrapersonal factors appear to be associated with disclosure of a gay, 

lesbian or bisexual sexuality. 

Concept of self 

Smith et al. (1998) suggested that a primary motive for disclosing amongst 

participants in their study was being congruent within oneself This was coined 

as self to surface authenticity and was thought to reduce the dissonance felt from 

being inauthentic from within the self to the surface. A similar concept was 

alluded to by Price (2001) as being true to oneself Making statements about the 

self was also evident in the study carried out by Munt et al. (2002) who examined 

and analysed the postings of 66 lesbians and bisexuals via an online forum. 

Munt et al. (2002) suggested that `coming out' online was preparatory to 

`coming out' offline because it allowed participants discuss sexuality issues in 

advance to offline disclosure. Additional findings suggested that individuals 

disclose their sexuality in an attempt to generate self respect and self-esteem and 

to have internal peace of mind. Similar intrapersonal factors were reported by 

Griffiths & Hebl (2002) which were related to disclosure in the workplace. They 

suggested that when individuals reported high levels of self acceptance, they 

were more likely to disclose. 

In a study carried out by Wells and Kline (2001) who administered a survey to 

23 gay men and 17 lesbians to investigate how, when and why disclosure took 

place, it was reported that self affirmation was a central reason for disclosure. 
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Emotional factors 

Boon & Miller (1999) investigated internal reasons for disclosing sexuality to 

mothers and administered questionnaires to 49 gay men. Implications of living a 

constrained life was cited as reasons for disclosing because living life freely was 

of significant importance. Additionally, the emotional toll of living life in 

secrecy was a determining factor to disclosing, a similar finding to Yarhouse et 

al. (2005) who stated that participants disclosed as a way to avoid a 

psychological crisis. A mental health theme was again repeated by Johnston & 

Jenkins (2004) who carried out an exploratory study of thirty participants who 

had disclosed during mid-adulthood (aged 30-60 years). They identified six 

factors prominent in disclosing during that stage of life, five of which were 

negative. Johnston and Jenkins (2004) reported that 78% of gay men and 

lesbians engage in self destructive behaviours to cope with the knowledge that 

they are gay. Self destructive behaviours were also used to combat isolation, 

loneliness and depression. Overcoming a feeling of stagnation was a prominent 

theme as reasons to disclose. It was reported that suicidal ideation was described 

by almost all participants although exact figures were not quoted. Participants 

reported being unable to discuss emotions in adolescence and stated that this led 

them to feel emotionally stunted. Additionally, they expressed regret at not 

being able to experience what they termed a `normal' adolescence and stated that 

they always had to be in control of their behaviour to safeguard the secret. Being 

in control was also reported in the study carried out by Smith et al. (1998) where 

participants reported disclosing so that they had control over who knew. 
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Religiosity 

Other internal factors included religiosity. In a study carried out by Schope 

(2002) data was collected via gay organisations, `coming out' groups and 

conservative and gay religious organisations in the mid west, USA. Participants 

were categorised by age, location and level of their own and their parent's 

religiosity. The most prevalent intrapersonal factors that assisted disclosure was 

a low level of current religiosity, suggesting that individuals who were not 

religious found it easier to disclose. However, this seems to be contrary to the 

findings of Johnston and Jenkins (2004) who found that individuals who used 

prayer and other spiritual tools (not specifically identified) found that this 

assisted disclosure. They also found supportive therapy to be a facilitating 

factor. 

Drive for sex 

Physical sex was mentioned only in one study. Yarhouse et al. (2005) carried out 

a qualitative study investigating hindrances and facilitators of identification and 

dis-identification as LGB. The term identification incorporated public disclosure 

to someone of a LGB identity at some point during an individual's life and as 

such this study was included in this review. Participants stated that having 

physical and sexual needs met was a decisive factor for identifying as LGB. 

Given that this was the only study to mention physical sex as a reason to identify 

as LGB, this would suggest that the distinction between orientation and sexual 

behaviour is an important one. 
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Intrapersonal factors that impede disclosure 

Religiosity 

Reports from the Wells & Kline study (2001) suggest considerable impeding 

factors to disclosing were that individuals are often fearful of loss of emotional 

investment and of psychological damage that may result from rejection. 

Religiosity seemed to play a large part in this. Yarhouse et al. (2005) reported 

that stigma and shame were prominent emotions in their findings and that fear of 

rejection by God was a prominent impeding factor to disclosure, a similar finding 

to that reported by Johnston & Jenkins (2004). Both these samples were 

recruited via religious organisations. Johnston & Jenkins (2004) also found that 

participants in their sample held beliefs that sexuality was selfish. In addition, 

they suggested that religion based therapy was detrimental and found that as well 

as impeding disclosure, religiosity was associated with feelings of guilt and low 

self-esteem (see also Schope, 2002). 

Timing 

Two studies found that not wanting to publicly identify as homosexual meant 

that individuals did not disclose their sexuality (Smith et al., 1998; Boon & 

Miller, 1999). Reasons for this included that the individuals were not yet ready 

to commit to a homosexual lifestyle. 
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Interpersonal factors that assist disclosure 

Hones and support 

A review of the interpersonal factors that assist people to disclose suggests that 

many of these studies have found three major points. The first of these conveys a 

motivation to be honest with people and a need not to live a double life (Ben-Ari, 

1995; Boon & Miller 1999; Evans & Briodo 1999; Wells & Kline, 2001; Munt et 

al., 2002; Johnston & Jenkins, 2004). Secondly, in a similar vein, a desire to 

have open relationships based on trust with both their parents and their friends 

was reported (Ben-Ari, 1995; Bhugra, 1997; Boon & Miller, 1999; Evans & 

Briodo, 1999; Wells & Kline, 2001; Price, 2001; Savins-Williams & Ream, 

2003). Finally, the need for support in its various forms, from family, and gay 

and heterosexual friends was highlighted (Evans & Broido, 1999; Wells & Kline, 

2001; Mohr & Fassinger 2003; Savin-Williams & Ream, 2003; Johnston & 

Jenkins, 2004; Yarhouse et al., 2005; ). 

Interpersonal relationships 

Family factors were also prominent. Waldner and Magruder (1999) and Savin- 

Williams (1989) reported that a positive family relationship was crucial to assist 

disclosure. Also reported was low parent religiosity amongst younger disclosers 

(Schope, 2002). Fear that parents might find out was, at times, a catalyst for 

disclosing (Savin-Williams & Ream, 2003) and in some cases a parent asked 

which then started a conversation prompting disclosure (Savin-William & Ream, 

2003; Boon & Miller, 1999). The age of the parent was considered significant 

for female disclosers (Savin-Williams, 1989) and when individuals felt less 

intimidated by older generations, disclosure was more likely (Kahn, 1991). 
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Friendships seemed to have an important role in that some participants reported 

pressure from heterosexual friends to disclose (Evans & Broido, 1999; Savin- 

Williams & Ream, 2003). Having educated friends assisted disclosure, but the 

reason for this was unclear. In addition, disclosing to a gay friend prompted 

disclosure to others (Johnston & Jenkins, 2004). Disclosure often took place 

within the confines of a trusting relationship (Wells & Kline, 2001) and being 

`out' to friends seemed to increase the likelihood of being out at work (Griffiths 

& Hebl, 2002). 

Interpersonal factors that impede disclosure 

Interpersonal relationships 

The negative impact on family relationships featured prominently within this 

category. Fear of hurting other family members, changes in role as a parent, 

changes to significant family relationships and loss of rights and access to see 

children were cited by Johnston & Jenkins (2004). Avoiding burdening or 

upsetting; disappointing or receiving disapproval from parents (Boon & Miller, 

1999); or it not being the right time; not wanting to; or not finding a reason to, 

impeded disclosure (Boon & Miller, 1999; Savin-Williams & Ream, 2003). 

Additionally, financial retribution was cited by two authors where participants 

reported that financial aid from parents would be cut (Boon & Miller, 1999; 

Savin-Williams & Ream, 2003; ). Other reasons impeding disclosure to family 

included pre-existing negative family relationships (Kahn, 1991; Boon & Miller, 

1999; Savin-Williams & Ream, 2003). 
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Fear of rejection and risk of threat, including active hostility also featured 

prominently within the interpersonal category with particularly mention amongst 

college students (Ben-Ari, 1995; Smith et al., 1998; Evans & Broido, 1999). 

Yarhouse et al. (2005) reported that peer influence could make individuals less 

likely to disclose. In addition, how disclosure would change a person's 

perception of gay individuals (Smith et al., 1998) and losing friendship and 

support was of concern to non-disclosers (Evans & Briodo, 1999; Johnston & 

Jenkins, 2004). 
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Societal/Environmental factors that assist disclosure 

College 

Perhaps the most significant findings within this category is work carried out by 

Evans & Broido (1999). 20 LGB students were interviewed about their `coming 

out' experiences whilst living within halls of residence. The displaying of gay 

symbols was used as an indirect way of `coming out', but not explicitly and in this 

sense being out was seen as being more on a continuum, not an either or. A 

supportive college environment had a strong influence and motivated people to 

come out as much as internal pressures. Evans and Broido (1999) suggest that 

interventions aimed to assist students `coming out' should be at an institution level 

where staff are trained to reduce homophobic comments and behaviour. They 

concluded that `coming out, as well as being a stage in development, is also an 

assessment of the environment and that factors such as having good role models and 

attending pride rallies helped students to feel comfortable with their sexuality. 

Workplace 

In the work place, Griffiths & Hebl (2002) administered questionnaires to 379 

individuals who were either `out' or `closeted', i. e. had not disclosed at work. They 

reported that the more supportive employers were towards gay and lesbian 

employees, the more likely participants were to have disclosed sexuality at work. In 

addition, this was related to greater job satisfaction. Several gay friendly work 

policies related to disclosure; these were having a written non discrimination policy, 

diversity training specifically including gay and lesbian issues, and showing support 
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for gay/lesbian activities e. g. being present at a gay pride event, having same-sex 

partner benefits, and being a recognised GL employee organisation. Similar 

findings were reported by Rostosky and Riggle (2002) who also found that when 

employees are protected by non discriminatory policies, they are more likely to 

disclose their sexuality at work. However, as in the Griffiths and Hebl (2002) study, 

these effects were mediated by personal factors, such as, when an individual and 

their romantic partner scored less on measures of internalised homophobia. 

R aeniirrac 

Other research has suggested that when individuals have access to pro LGB 

resources, such as magazines and leaflets then they are more likely to disclose 

(Waldner & Magruder, 1999). Individuals were also more likely to disclose when 

they lived in urban areas (Schope, 2002), and, as a means to building a social 

network (Johnston & Jenkins, 2004). 

Societal/Environmental factors that impede disclose 

Fear of negative reaction at work impeded disclosure. This was also associated with 

loss of job, respect and privilege (Wells & Kline, 2001; D'Augelli, 2003; Johnston 

& Jenkins, 2004). Fear of rejection by the church was identified by participants in 

the Yarhouse et al. (2005) study. Given that participants in this study belonged to 

either a pro or anti gay religious organisation, this may have featured strongly in the 

minds of participants. Schope (2002) who investigated `outness' in urban, suburban 
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and rural areas found that individuals are least likely to have disclosed when they 

live in suburban and rural areas. The reason for this was not known. 

Summary 

It is clear from the literature that there are many factors that may assist or impede an 

individual to disclose their gay, lesbian or bisexual sexuality. This review has 

identified many commonalities between the research findings such as the need to be 

true to oneself, the importance of family and friends for support and the impact of 

religion. However, what is not clear is the effect that support from family and 

friends, and religion can have because these factors have been shown to have both a 

positive and negative impact on disclosure. This will be discussed in more detail 

under future research. 

In addition to commonalities between the research findings, there were also many 

factors that appeared to be unique. This makes them of no less relevance to the 

individuals who experienced them. For example the need to have courage to 

disclose was highlighted by Ben-Ari (1995) and the matter of sexuality being a 

private matter was highlighted by Munt et al. (2002). It could be argued that these 

should have been common findings. However, a participant may only have 

answered questions that are asked and this may therefore reflect specific question 

biases. 
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Methodological Concerns & Future 

Research 

The review of the above literature has highlighted several methodological 

weaknesses. Within the qualitative research samples used non random sampling was 

rarely carried out. The participants were all self selecting and no within or between 

group randomisation occurred. In addition, there was a very high preponderance of 

white middle class participants and the majority had already disclosed. This throws 

into question the replicability of the findings across other cultural contexts. Like 

many other studies carried out using a homosexual population, few claim to be truly 

random and representative (Harry, 1993). 

A further major methodological weakness within the relevant literature is that it is 

difficult to match differing terms that seem to mean the same thing. There is 

considerable lack of agreement of what constitutes a person `coming out' and then 

identifying as LGB. There is also disagreement as to whether a person needs to 

identify with a LGB group to `come out'. Disclosing itself may or may not be 

considered to be `coming out' as a person may have `come out' to themselves, but 

not have disclosed their sexuality to anyone else. Additionally, disclosing ones 

sexuality does not mean identifying as LGB. Due to this difficulty, it is possible that 

some studies may have been missed from this review. For example, in a study 

carried out by Wong and Tang (2004) examining cultural factors that effect `coming 
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out' amongst Chinese men in Hong Kong, the General Health Questionnaire (GHQ; 

Goldberg & Hiller, 1979) was used to measure psychological distress. However, it 

is not clear whether this measure related to disclosure or other `coming out' 

experiences, such as discrimination. Similarly, in a study carried out by Rosario et 

al (2004) among LGB youth, ethnic and racial differences in `coming out' are 

considered. Black youths were reported to disclose less often than white youths, but, 

reason for this was not discussed. 

A further methodological weakness is that the majority of these studies were carried 

out using a qualitative methodology and the robustness of the results may be 

disputed. However, the high levels of replicability of the findings, whilst taking into 

account sample biases, cannot be ignored. The quantitative studies appeared to have 

a very narrow scope, and thus produced the least number of findings. When 

reducing the complexity of the human experience to a single or small number of 

variables, one would have to question the ecological validity of the results these 

studies yield. This is because of the unlikelihood of variables existing by 

themselves, and the interaction between variables, as well as possible confounders, 

not being taken into account. It would therefore seem appropriate that a paradigm 

shift is required within psychology so that the findings of qualitative data are 

afforded a higher degree of credibility. 
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Finally, it is suggested that factors identified in this review rarely exist in isolation, 

but inevitably interact. The nature of the interactions has, in general, not been 

accounted for. 

Further research needs to be carried out to increase the pool of evidence for both 

common occurring and, so far, unique findings. Research should then be extended 

to assess exactly which and how these variables interact with each other. Particular 

attention should be paid to what makes the same variable assist disclosure for some 

people, but impede disclosure for others. For example, positive family relationships, 

high in support, was mentioned by Waldner & Magruder (1999) as facilitating 

disclosure, but Kahn (1991) stated that a close family relationship impeded 

disclosure. This was attributed to the level of risk perceived if family support was 

lost. Under what conditions family support was likely to be maintained or lost could 

be an important area for further research. 

The role of religion should also be more clearly investigated as some individuals 

found solace within religion (Johnston & Jenkins, 2004) whilst the majority found it 

to be detrimental (Schope, 2002; Savin-Williams & Ream, 2003; Yarhouse et al., 

2005). Religion seemed to have strong associations with feelings of stigma and low 

esteem. A comparative study between religious and non religious individuals 

measuring levels of internalised homophobia may provide useful information. 

Additionally, information from an investigation as to what makes religion positive 
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for a small number of individuals who disclose may provide useful insight for 

individuals who struggle with it. 

An extension of the Evans & Briodo (1999) study, applied to not only college 

students, could be carried out to assess exactly how an individual appraises their 

environment and also their own readiness to come out. 

Finally, given the level of mental health difficulties experienced by a large 

proportion of individuals within this group when faced with the prospect of 

disclosing, how to break down the barriers to encourage disclosure should be 

researched. In addition, pitching the correct levels of support for individuals in 

difficulty should be paramount. 
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Clinical Implications 

Given the high levels of mental health difficulties experienced by homosexual 

individuals (D'Augelli et al., 2001 for additional information) it is important that 

clinicians should be aware of the prevailing issues. Having some appreciation of the 

significant stresses that some LGB individuals experience when facing disclosure 

may serve to increase a clinicians ability to empathise (see D'Augelli, 2003 for a 

personal account). Being knowledgeable about the aforementioned factors may 

serve as basis for an informed discussion about pros and cons, and what helps and 

what does not. In addition, carefully considered conversations may allow clients to 

think in new ways that may help them to arrive at disclosure decisions with better 

clarity, and be better prepared for negative reactions. Preparation may take place in 

the form of discussing with clients, ways of increasing assisting factors alongside 

ways of decreasing impeding factors. For example, clients may wish to surround 

themselves with a support network of other LGB people prior to disclosing to 

members of their family. 

Even among LGB clients who have already disclosed, knowing some of the issues 

they have faced may provide valuable insight into what a client may have been 

through and add greater understanding to the events that may have shaped an 

individuals life. Bearing in mind that a large number of LGB clients will have lived 

a significant period of their lives incongruently, clinicians may wish to consider 
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what long term effect this may have on their client's self-esteem. Helping clients 

come to terms with self to surface authenticity (Smith et al., 1998) may be a task that 

should be kept in mind. Where clients do not wish to disclose, helping them to 

determine mechanisms to cope with non-disclosure may be of benefit. 

Disclosing decisions need to be made on a regular basis, the decision to disclose, 

with all of it's implications may need revisiting from time to time and should not be 

considered as a one off event. Not assuming that clients are heterosexual may help a 

client disclose to a clinician. Using non heterosexist wording within assessments 

e. g. rather than asking whether a person is married, one could ask, whether they have 

a partner. 

A clinician responsible for service development may wish to consider how the LGB 

community access mental health services given the prevalence of psychological 

morbidity amongst this population. Visible, pro LGB resources have been shown to 

assist disclosure (Evans & Broido, 1999) and perhaps disclosing to the LGB 

population an open and accepting attitude may foster trust within the LGB 

community. 

On a final note, given the research carried out by Griffiths & Hebl (2002) related to 

diversity training in the workplace, clinical psychology training courses could 

incorporate teaching on understanding sexuality issues into their core training. This 
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would serve to not only provide trainees education on relevant problems, but also 

convey a feeling of acceptance for gay trainees. 
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Personal Reflections 

As a gay man myself, who freely discloses his sexuality to the majority of people in 

most situations, I found researching the subject of disclosing of great personal 

interest. Having once been in `the closet', I felt that I could have a large amount of 

empathy for both the pros and cons, for and against disclosing. Given my own 

belief that life is better having disclosed my sexuality, I felt that I had to be 

extremely careful to give fair coverage to literature that impeded people disclosing, 

and feel satisfied that I have been able to do this. Having an interactionist approach 

to sexuality myself, it was enlightening to view sexuality from other points of view, 

and although this has not changed my view, it now feels more considered. 

Further to this, given that I had gone through the experience of disclosing my own 

sexuality to others, I became aware that I should not focus on pieces of research that 

reflected my own experiences. However, it would not be true to say that I 

completely managed to remove myself from the research. I feel that when it comes 

to the subject of disclosing, I feel strongly that the complexity of the human 

experience cannot be reduced to a few discreet variables, and while I understand the 

meaning of testing beyond levels of probability, I am unsure that many quantitative 

studies represent the richness and complexity of peoples' lives in their day to day 

environment. I feel that this is reflected in the difference in the quality of 

information between quantitative and qualitative methodology. 
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Having never before written a full-blown literature review I realised that I had 

grossly underestimated the amount of effort and work that is required to produce 

this. I also found that I had to modify the way I write academic papers. In the past I 

have found it easier to write an introduction to confirm the direction the work will 

take. However, I found that writing a literature review was more a of bottom-up 

process. I soon realised after trying to start the review that it would have to be 

driven by the literature rather than by the introduction. Having experienced this, I 

think that this paper is a more accurate reflection of the literature rather than my own 

thoughts. 

After reading a few articles referencing each other, I was surprised that I had not 

come to the same conclusions as another author and felt concerned that either I was 

wrong, or they were. Having reflected on this, I have come to realise that even 

academic literature can be open to interpretation and can therefore be influenced by 

a degree of subjectivity. 
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Chapter Two 
An investigation from the father's perspective on the 

disclosure of his homosexuality to his children. 

Word Count: 6967 
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Abstract 

Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis was used to analyse interview transcripts 

of seven participants who were asked about their experience of disclosing their 

homosexuality to their children. Analysis suggests that fathers achieve their own 

realisation of their homosexuality followed by a strong desire to be honest with their 

children. Proceeding disclosure, the majority of fathers went through a period of 

uncertainty related to child acceptance. Uncertainty was characterised initially by a 

feeling of self loathing and was followed by a period of adjustment and a desire for 

acceptance. The majority of fathers perceived their children to go through a period 

of assimilation characterised by coping, adapting and then accepting the disclosure. 

Results are represented as a proposed model of father's disclosure. Clinical 

implications of this study are suggested, as are the study's limitations and ideas for 

future research. 

Key Words: Fathers, homosexuality, disclosure. 
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Introduction 

In the classic Kinsey report into adult sexual behaviour, the prevalence of 

homosexuality is estimated to be ten percent of the population (Kinsey et al., 1948). 

Given the current population of the UK, this would suggest that there are almost six 

million homosexuals living in the UK. Due to a number of factors, the number who 

openly identify as homosexual is unclear, but it has been estimated that the 

percentage of men who identify as homosexual and are fathers is between twenty to 

twenty five percent (Bozett & Sussman, 1989). Gay fathers are a diverse group and 

although most father children whilst in a heterosexual relationship (Green & Bozett, 

1991), some father through a surrogacy arrangement, and some through a 

relationship with a woman with whom they were not sexually involved (Martin, 

1993). Other gay men have become fathers through fostering, adoption or through 

kinship obligations following death or other major life changes to circumstances. 

With the exception of a few personal accounts (e. g. Voeller & Walters, 1978), there 

was no literature published on the issue of gay fathers until Miller reported results of 

research carried out in 1979 (Miller, 1979a). This seminal piece of research 

consisted of interviews carried out with forty fathers. It investigated the beliefs held 

by many at that time regarding homosexual men having children to disguise their 

sexuality; that there is a relationship between homosexuality and child molestation; 

that having a homosexual father would mean that children would `catch' 

homosexuality, known as the germ theory; and, that children of homosexual men are 
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subject to harassment by the community. Results of Miller's research suggested that 

each of these beliefs were unfounded. In the same year, Miller proposed a stage 

model for `coming out' for gay fathers (1979b) and suggested that there are four key 

stages for gay fathers in `coming out'. First, they `came out' in a heterosexual 

marriage; second, they had difficult relationships with their wives; third, meeting a 

same-sex partner initiated `coming out'; and, finally the process was feared more 

than necessary. This model was not specific to `coming out' to children. 

The Miller papers were closely followed by Bozett (1980) who carried out research 

specifically investigating gay fathers disclosing their sexuality to their children. In 

interviews with eighteen men, Bozett reported that the fathers he interviewed were 

highly active in their parenting roles and fostered an intimate and expressive 

relationship with their children. Hiding their sexuality was difficult for these fathers 

and this often led to a psychological distance in the father/child relationship. 

Additionally, in hiding their sexuality, the fathers thought that this sent a covert 

message to their children that homosexuality was wrong. This is similar to a remark 

made by Clark (2005) who stated that in hiding their homosexuality from their 

children, fathers give the message that it is shameful. Bozett (1980) reported that 

gay fathers often prepared their children for the disclosure indirectly by teaching 

children tolerance for difference. In addition, he reported that disclosure methods 

include direct and indirect disclosure. Indirect disclosure involves kissing, hugging 

or holding hands with another man or taking children to gay events or venues. 

Direct disclosure involves verbally communicating the information and was mostly 
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preceded by a significant external event i. e. parental divorce or entering a 

relationship with another man. Bozett (1980) stated that the fathers in his study 

tended to use both direct and indirect methods in conjunction with each other. 

Following disclosure fathers went to some lengths to protect their children from 

hostility from others by modifying their overt homosexual behaviours. 

Other papers have investigated the effect that the child's age has on disclosure 

acceptance. Some research states that the younger the children at the time of the 

disclosure, the better it will be accepted, while others state that it is not well 

understood what effect age of the children has (Barret & Robinson, 1990; Hare, 

1994; Armesto, 2002). There is clearly a need to investigate this further. 

It would appear that although many studies give mention to fathers disclosing their 

homosexuality to their children, very few studies were ever published relating to 

how gay fathers could successfully go about this. Additionally, few studies have 

investigated the impact of the disclosure on the father/child relationship. Barret and 

Robinson (1990) state that disclosure appears to promote the father/child 

relationship because it is based on greater honesty and openness. 

On scrutinising the literature base, in the late 1980's there seems to have been a shift 

in the research focus to parenting by gay men. There have been a number of 

research studies carried out to determine whether there are distinguishable 

differences between gay and non-gay fathers. For example, in a study carried out by 
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Bigner and Jacobsen (1992), twenty four gay fathers and twenty nine non-gay 

fathers were asked about their parenting styles and attitudes to fathering., Results of 

this study suggested that there were no distinguishable differences between these 

two groups of fathers. Indeed, results suggested that on these measures, gay and 

non-gay fathers were found to be more similar than different. In other studies, there 

have been no significant differences reported in provision of leisure activities, 

encouragement of child independence and behaviour difficulties (Harris & Turner, 

1986). Although there have been differences reported, such as, gay men tend to be 

more strict with their children and make a greater effort to encourage verbal 

communication skills (Bigner & Jacobsen, 1989b), one critical difference remains; 

that at some point, a gay man may feel a need to `come out' to his children. 

`Coming out' has been defined as the acknowledgement of one's homosexual 

orientation to another, and has been described as a necessity to the development of 

sexual identity and self-acceptance (Ford, 2003). Some theorists have stated that a 

gay father's disclosure to his children greatly assists the process of self acceptance 

of his sexual identity (Bigner & Bozett, 1989). Indeed Dunne (1987) stated that, in 

theory, without disclosing his homosexuality to his children, a father would fail to 

successfully achieve a gay identity. This step is therefore seen as crucial. 

The process of coming to terms with one's homosexuality has been reported in the 

literature extensively and many theories abound (Cass, 1979; Coleman, 1982; 

Troiden, 1989). Although there has been a relatively large amount of research 

carried out to investigate the phenomenon of actually disclosing one's homosexual 
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identity, there have been few studies investigating what happens in the life of a gay 

father around this event. Indeed of all the models of `coming out' proposed over the 

years, Lynch & Murray (2000) have argued that these do not reflect the experience 

of previously married gay men and lesbians as well as presence and age of children. 

It has been suggested that gay fathers view the risk of disclosing their homosexuality 

to their children as greater than disclosing to anyone else (Dunne, 1987). This gives 

an indication of the position the child holds in the father's life. This was reiterated 

in research carried out by Bigner (1999) where fathers reported that separating from 

their legal spouses was less disturbing than the potential loss of their children. 

There appears to be few studies in the literature covering the factors that influence a 

gay father to disclose, how he discloses and what then happens within the 

relationship, as perceived by the father, at the time the disclosure takes place. 

Although the relationship appears to reach a point of acceptance for both child and 

father, how this point is reached following disclosure has yet to be investigated. The 

current study investigates these points and adds to the scant existing literature base. 

In addition, it is hoped that publication of this paper will rekindle the interest in 

father homosexuality disclosure and generate further research to support the 

father/child relationship through this difficult time. 
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Method 

Design 

Previous qualitative research carried out investigating disclosure of homosexuality 

to children in the early 1980s lacked details both in methods and findings. Because 

of this, hypothesis testing in a positivistic fashion based on such findings may have 

been unreliable and yielded results of questionable validity; hence, hypothetico- 

deductive enquiry was deemed to be inappropriate. Interpretative Phenomenological 

Analysis (IPA; Smith et al., 1999) was chosen over Narrative Analysis as the 

appropriate methodology to carry out the current research because it fitted with the 

study requirements. This is because the objective of the research was to capture the 

remembered experience of the participants and record this in its fullness. This 

provided a pool of rich data from which systematic analysis could be carried out and 

because the focus of the research was on the psychological aspects of the 

father/child relationship following disclosure, the methodology had to allow for 

some level of psychological interpretation. 

Participants 

Inclusion criteria for the research were that each man must be self identified as gay, 

and be a biological father. In addition, each participant must have disclosed his 

sexuality to his children. 
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Seven participants were finally interviewed for the study. Three participants were 

known to the principal researcher and this may have introduced both positive and 

negative biases to the interview process and the data collected. Knowing these 

participants may have led them to withhold information of a very personal nature, 

however, on the other hand, it may also have encouraged the men to talk more 

freely. The remaining four were recruited via snowball sampling on words of 

recommendation. Being known via the previous participants may have introduced to 

the new participants a positive perception of the researcher and the study and 

facilitated openness. This method of sampling is common amongst this participant 

group (Hare & Richard, 1993; Barrett & Tasker, 2001). 

Each participant was white and middle class. Participant demographics feature in 

table 5. 

Table 5: Participants demographic details 

Child age at Years since 
Number Age Child gender 

disclosure disclosure 

1 54 1 female 11 years old 11 years 

12 and 18 
2 45 2 female 9 years 

years old 

7 and 9 years 
3 49 2 female 12 years 

old 

l male, l 15 and 18 
4 58 12 years 

female years old 
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5 58 1 female 21 years old 11 years 

lmale, 1 
6 45 10 years old 12 

-years female 

Imale, 1 lland14 
7 54 16 years 

female years old 

Interview Schedule 

A semi-structured interview schedule was devised to elicit the details under 

investigation in the study. However, to capture the richness of the experiences of the 

participants the schedule was only intended to provide a rudimentary starting point. 

This meant that the interviews were very much led by the participants. To reduce 

any questioning biases, the researcher was careful to not ask leading questions and to 

let the men tell their story. 

The interviews took place in the homes of the participants with one exception who 

was interviewed in the home of the principal researcher. This led the interviews to 

be conducted on a semi-formal basis and encouraged the men to be as open and 

honest as they were able. 

Procedure 

Ethical approval was granted by Warwickshire Local Research Ethics Committee to 

carry out this study. The aims of this study were informally discussed with each 
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participant. Following agreement to continue to take part they were invited to read 

the participant information leaflet to provide more detail about the study. Interviews 

were arranged and at the beginning of each interview the participant was reminded 

of his right to withdraw at any time. Each participant was asked to provide as much 

detail about the questions as possible whilst acknowledging the right to withhold. 

Interview length varied with the average lasting approximately forty five minutes. 

Following the interview, the participants were debriefed and invited to ask further 

questions about the study. The interviews were later transcribed ensuring anonymity 

was maintained (see Appendix 4 for transcript extract). 

Coding Process 

Coding of the interview transcriptions was undertaken following the procedure 

recommended by Smith and Osborn (2003), and Smith et al. (1999). The first 

transcript was read and reread and summary comments and initial themes that 

seemed to be emerging from the interview were noted alongside points that were 

relevant to the research question. The transcript was read again along with the 

summary comments and themes and these were then expressed at emergent theme 

level. The emergent themes were listed and clustered together. Finally, a 

superordinate themes list was created incorporating the clustered themes. 

The process was repeated for the second, third and fourth interview transcript until it 

became clear that similar themes were emerging. Interviews five, six and seven 

were coded using the themes that had emerged during the first four interviews. 
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Careful consideration was given to each interview so as to not preclude new 

emerging themes. 

Audit checking was carried out by providing a sample of transcripts from a selection 

of interviews. These were given to one homosexual man who was not a father and 

one heterosexual woman who is a mother, both of whom were familiar with the 

coding process. They were asked to consider the accurateness of the emerging 

themes followed by the superordinate themes. The purpose of the checks was to 

ensure that the analysis represented the data and was not an inter-rater reliability 

exercise. Following discussion, consensus was reached on the theme titles. A 

member check was also carried out by one participant. 

The Researcher 

I am a gay man and also a father and therefore strongly identify with many features 

of this research. I believe we cannot transcend ourselves and identify an absolute 

truth and I consider myself to be a relativist. In this sense I realise my interview 

questioning and my construal of the data is influenced by me directly and is 

therefore subjective. However, qualitative methodology such as IPA allows for 

subjectivity and for the researcher to use their own experience to help to understand 

the phenomena being investigated (Elliott et al., 1999). To safeguard against an 

overly solipsistic analysis of the data, the assertions I have made are grounded in the 

data. Additionally, I have adhered to the methodology and included validity checks 

in my data analysis. 
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Analysis 

Annotations will be in the following format: Pt = Participant; Pg = Page; Ln = Line. 

Although the main focus of this investigation is to capture the experience of the 

father when he discloses his homosexuality to his children, for each participant they 

began to tell their story from the moment they realised they were homosexual. 

Self realisation 

Chronologically, the first theme that was identified from the seven participants was 

that of self realisation. The men seem to be describing a process of change from one 

previously held view of the self where there is a possibility that homosexuality is 

changeable. This would suggest at that time, participants viewed their sexual 

identity as flexible. Each of the participants were initially married and did not 

necessarily separate because of homosexuality. However, the point at which the 

marriage ended often seemed to be related to the realisation that their sexual identity 

was fixed. One participant described: 

"the stage had come where my sexuality was basically never going to go away, it 

was always there and the stark realisation " (Pt 2, Pg 1, Ln 7-10). 
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Another participant described five years of religious based counselling to change his 

homosexuality. For this participant the end of the counselling and of the marriage 

was the realisation that his homosexuality was not going to change. 

"I'd gone through quite a lot of counselling courses, inner healing, regression, 

things like that. Nothing actually worked, if anything, it confirmed to me that I was 

actually gay and that was it" (Pt 4, Pg 1, Ln 47-50). 

The level of detail revealed by participants varied greatly, but the majority of the 

participants seemed to achieve this realisation following a sexual encounter, or 

beginning a relationship with another man. 

Self to surface authenticity 

Following coming to a realisation of the fixed nature of their homosexuality, the 

participants described a period of time where they seemed to feel a large amount of 

internal discomfort. This was attributed to telling lies, leading a double life and 

being dishonest and can be interpreted in terms of cognitive dissonance (Festinger, 

1962) as participants stated that this behaviour was contrary to their value system 

and to how they viewed themselves. One participant stated: 

"I thought, no, I'm not a liar, I am not, I obviously see myself as the person that is 

not, but I was, just kidding myself, but I was" (Pt 2, Pg 3, Ln 49 - Pg 4, Ln 2). 
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Dissonance reduction therefore served as a motivating factor to move to a position 

where the private self was in congruence with the public self, known as self to 

surface authenticity (Smith et al., 1998). This should be seen as a process where a 

person moves along a continuum with self authenticity at one end, and self to 

surface congruity at the other. The motivation to be honest featured very strongly 

amongst all the participants. Additionally, being honest was seen to afford a new 

level of freedom to be oneself and to begin a new life. 

"I'd never believed that I would be ftee to be who I wanted to be... or what was 

going on inside could be outside " (Pt 4, Pg 13, Ln 46-50). 

Process of disclosure to children 

All participants used direct or indirect methods of disclosure. Five participants used 

a direct method, disclosing during conversation. One participant used only indirect 

methods and one participant experienced a disclosure forced by a social worker 

during a family mediation meeting. 

When the majority of participants had reached a certain point along the self to 

surface authenticity continuum, disclosing to their children was seen as a necessary 

part of moving further. 
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Planning 

The majority of participants spent considerable time and effort planning the 

disclosure. This was centred around knowing their children and anticipating their 

reactions. Some fathers went to great lengths to ameliorate the foreseen negative 

impacts of the disclosure. For example, one man held out from disclosing despite 

considerable pressure from his partner because he felt strongly that the children were 

not at an age to have sufficient understanding. 

"I held out for quite a lot longer mainly because of their ages... and I wasn't sure 

they were quite old enough to handle that" (Pt 7, Pg 1, Ln 19-24). 

When direct disclosure took place the fathers had considered the following: 

Timing - this was related more so to child age, but also child stage. Two of the 

fathers had children who were taking important exams and working around this 

featured in their disclosure plans. 

What to say - participants had often rehearsed what was going to be said during the 

disclosure conversation. 

Who to - where participants had more than one child, consideration was given to 

whether they should disclose to all children at once, or individually. Fathers based 

this decision on likelihood of a good reaction from the children and whether they 
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thought the children would be a good support for each other. One father planned 

that his partners' children would be present, he said: 

"we talked about that his two children would be present with us for them to have the 

support to be able to talk about it" (Pt 6, Pg 10, Ln 5-8). 

Setting the scene - Some of the fathers had meticulously planned how the disclosure 

would take place. Others thought that they had to be in the right `position' to tell. 

For example, some fathers lived within a context where disclosing would have had a 

negative impact not only on the children, but on other significant relationships. 

However when circumstances changed, fathers finally took the opportunity to 

disclose. 

"I wasn't ashamed of what I was, but Bob hadn't told his family that he was gay, so 

we couldn't sort of let my children know otherwise the cat might have got out of the 

bag sort of thing" (Pt 3, Pg 2, Ln 4-8). 

"I'd always wanted to tell them, and because Bob left me, it gave me the opportunity 

to just be honest with them " (Pt 3, Pg 3, Ln 25-28). 
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Telling 

Of the fathers who disclosed to their children through direct conversation, a high 

level of anxiety induced by fear of rejection ensued. The actual disclosure discourse 

was remarkably similar and seemed to follow the sequence below: 

Revealing the deceit - admitting their dishonesty to their children. This was often 

related as a narrative account of the fathers' life circumstances. 

Building the conversation - the conversation seems to be built upon relating the 

fathers' current life circumstances which then leads up to the disclosure. 

Disclosure - the disclosure itself often consisted of revealing the truth about the 

status of the current same-sex relationship 

Receiving feedback -a brief period where feedback was either sought after or given 

took place. 

This process is exemplified by participant three, who disclosed his homosexuality to 

his daughters when he was in a supportive same-sex relationship: 

"Girls, Bob you knew for a long time, we were friends for seven years, and Jason, 

who you know now, he's a very good friend of mine... in fact, both people were very 
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important people in my life... in fact, they were a relationship rather than just being 

friends. " (Pt 3, Pg 4, Ln 19-25). 

The actual words used to describe their homosexuality and the amount of 

information that was given to the child was largely dependent on the child's age and 

reaction to the disclosure. 

The disclosure itself has an effect on the father and the child and in turn the 

father/child relationship. The format of document writing binds us to write as 

though proposing a sequence of events. However it should be noted that the nature 

of events discussed in the subheadings below were more fluid and were not 

necessarily chronological. 

Perceived Effect on the Child 

It should be clear that this is the fathers' perceptions of the effects of disclosure on 

their children and not effects reported by the children themselves. However, the 

fathers' perceptions of the children's' reactions to the disclosure affected the fathers 

so much and featured so prominently in the interviews that it could not be ignored. 

Most fathers reported that their children seemed to require a period apart from them. 

The father's described a set of tasks that seemed to be necessary for the children to 

go through. This period has been interpreted as a time for assimilation and lasted 

anywhere between a few hours to years. 
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Coping 

Throughout the interviews the fathers referred to disclosing their sexuality as 

something that their children had to cope with. The fathers mentioned that an ability 

to come to terms with things in life in general made the disclosure easier to cope 

with and this was sometimes attributed to age where fathers thought that adolescence 

was both a help and a difficulty in coping. Fathers also stated that individual 

personality or exposure to alternative sexualities when younger was useful in 

helping to cope. 

"the kids were, you know, 18 and 15 it's um, it was easier in that sense, they were 

more mature to make their own minds up" (Pt 4, Pg 19, Ln 30-33). 

"Amber was always strong willed.. just sort of took stuff in her stride, always did" 

(Pt 2, Pg 16, Ln 12-15). 

With a few exceptions the disclosure was met with an initial emotional reaction that 

was often, but not always negative. 

"She absolutely broke her heart, sobbed and sobbed " (Pt 2, Pg 7, Ln 11-12). 

"the only thing I can remember after the conversation was Jenny bubbling off down 

to Rob saying `now I know can I call you mum? "' (Pt 7, Pg 3, Ln 3-6). 
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However, other coping issues arose that were related to gay lifestyles or to being 

single; some of the children expressed concern that their father would be exposed to 

AIDS and others were concerned about where their father would live. In addition, it 

seems that some children were concerned that their father was going to change in 

some way and conversations often focused on popular gay stereotypes. 

Adapting 

To help the children adapt to the disclosure, fathers reported remaining available for 

their children and allowing the children to discuss arising issues in their own time. 

The children seemed to adapt through a process of education from their fathers and 

through conversations with family and friends. This seemed to serve the purpose of 

modifying attitudes toward the stereotypes previously mentioned. Thus, 

conversations with others seemed to help the children move from a position of 

misunderstanding, to a position of understanding. 

"I don't go flopping round in silly shirts and things, I'm not an embarrassment" (Pt 

1, Pg 6, Ln 11-13). 

"I'm not going to start wearing woman's clothes, I'm not going to start being all 

limp wristed" (Pt 2, Pg 9, Ln 34-36). 
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Reassurance about what would not be changing and what to expect in the future 

seemed also to help the children adapt. 

"You need to know, things are not going to change " (Pt 2, Pg 9, Ln 44-46). 

Adapting to other people knowing how they would manage the information also 

seemed to be crucial to how the children adapted. 

"I won't rush out and make an issue of my sexual orientation" (Pt 5, Pg 14, Ln 25- 

26). 

Accepting 

Eventual acceptance has been reached for all but one father thus far. Acceptance 

was understood by the fathers in terms of how much of an interest the children took 

in their father's life. This tended to be demonstrated by meeting gay friends and 

partners. Two fathers seemed particularly pleased that their children invited them 

and their partners to nights out and joined their fathers in gay venues. Gay 

affirmative statements were also taken as a measure of acceptance. 

"She's very protective of gay issues " (Pt 1, Pg 7, Ln, 18-19). 
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Effect on the Father 

How the disclosure affected the children seemed to have a direct influence on the 

father. Following the disclosure most of the fathers describe a period of uncertainty. 

This seemed to be correlated with the period of assimilation in the children. During 

this period of uncertainty the fathers described the following: 

Self loathing 

Some of the fathers initially had a very strong response to their children's' reactions 

during which feelings of self-hatred and failure predominated. One father described 

that he had always felt very embarrassed about being homosexual, and telling his 

children heightened this. 

"I'd let them down cause I couldn't be, we couldn't be the family that, that was 

always the image you were going to be" (Pt 4, Pg 11, Ln 44-47). 

However, even when feeling self-hatred and uncertainty about the future relationship 

with their children, some fathers reported that they continued to offer unconditional 

love. This seemed to emanate from an understanding of the difficulties their 

children may have been experiencing while adapting to the disclosure. 

"They should always be offered love no matter what" (Pt 5, Pg 5, Ln 2-3). 
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Adjusting 

Also during this time, a period of adjustment for the father seems to take place. The 

father needs to adjust to his new honest life and judge how much information the 

child should know about his life and also which behaviours he needs to modify to 

help his children adapt. Being able to be free and open sometimes still needed to be 

in measures. One father described this learning experience when his partner died: 

"I think I would have exposed to her to my partner who had AIDS more 

gradually... it was quite a traumatic time for her and I don't think I'd put her 

through that again" (Pt 1, Pg 9, Ln 45 - Pg 10, Ln 4). 

Desire to be accepted 

A desire to be accepted by the child is evident during this time and several fathers 

commented on the wish for things to return to `normal'. A desire to include the 

children in the father's life and for the father to be included in the children's' life 

was evident. When this occurred it was taken as a sign of acceptance. 

"She's known all my partners since and she 's now close to my present partner " (Pt 

1, Pg 5, Ln 35-37). 

Being trusted with personal information was also seen as a measure of acceptance. 

Complete acceptance was epitomised by the statement a father described as every 

gay father's dream when she said to him: 
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"You're still my father whatever your sexual orientation " (Pt 5, Pg 6, Ln 43-44) 

Father/Child Relationship 

Parent/Child/Friend 

Most fathers seemed to spend time reiterating to their children that their love for 

them would not change and that they will always remain in the role of their father. 

Many of the fathers realised that the relationship still needed to be confined to 

father/child although there seemed to be an awareness that the relationship was 

moving to be more open in nature and that the disclosure had facilitate this. 

"There is always a father/daughter thing, but it's, we 're also quite good friends as 

well now " (Pt 2, Pg 10, Ln 44-46). 

Educator/Learner 

The relationship also seems to develop a more educative style where the father 

spends time educating the child about gay issues as well as confounding 

misconceptions about what it means to be gay. This relationship style seems to 

reduce over time. 

Openness 
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In the long term the majority of relationships between the fathers and their children 

appear to be strengthened. This was put very eloquently by the third participant 

when asked how he thought his disclosure had affected the relationship he has with 

his daughters: 

"They know they can rely on me, they know they come for information, for a talk, for 

a shoulder to cry on. I just think it's made us very, very close. I don't know really, 

we just love each other so much, there's nothing you know, we've got a fantastic 

bond" (Pt 3, Pg 10, Ln 4-11). 

Impact of important others 

The significance of important others was evident. This seems to influence every 

aspect of the disclosure experience for the father, to impact significantly on the child 

following disclosure and, in turn, influence either a positive or negative outcome. 

Hence the fathers' parents, ex-wife's and partners had a crucial impact on how the 

fathers coped with self realisation and could be either a considerable strain or 

support. The second participant's ex-wife found out that he was homosexual. Her 

supportive attitude made it easier for him to be self-accepting and then to go on to 

disclose his sexuality to his children: 

"My ex-wife had found out that I was gay and put two and two together and 

confronted me about it and basically, lo and behold, was very supportive " (Pt 2, Pg 

2, Ln 3-7). 
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Although self to surface authenticity is greatly effected by internal feelings, other 

people in the fathers social world can effect the extent to which this is achieved. 

"Because John left me, it gave me the opportunity to be honest" (Pt 3, Pg 3, Ln 26- 

27). 

The process of disclosing to children is influenced by an ex-wife, her new partner, 

the father's partner and the formal social systems around e. g. social services. Indeed 

the father in this sample who has not yet received acceptance from his children, 

perceives the influence of the children's step father as paramount and the influence 

of the social worker who forced disclosure as extremely destructive: 

"This social worker had got no idea what she had just done, um, you just, having a 

huge boulder smashed through your world" (Pt 6, Pg 10, Ln 31-34). 

The effect of the disclosure on the child is greatly mediated by the mother, as is the 

effect of the new partner on the father. Although other people, such as the 

children's' friends play a role in promoting acceptance, the mother and father's 

partner play key roles that significantly impact the father/child relationship. 
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"She had actually got quite a bond with the previous one, John, loved him quite 

deeply I think and then not knowing sexuality. But she did back off for quite a while, 

she was very upset, she didn't really like James" (Pt 3, Pg 5, Ln 17-22). 

To summarise, figure one illustrates the experience of disclosure for the fathers in 

the form of a model. 
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Figure 1: Father's disclosure model 
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Discussion 

Analysis of the interviews carried out for this study suggests that the model reported 

by Miller (1979b) only partially reflected the experience of the research participants 

in this investigation. Four of the seven participants `came out' during their 

marriage. Of those four, two have remained married, but separated and this would 

appear to be for the reason that until recently, there was no legal advantage for gay 

men to divorce as they were unable to have similar legal recognition of their 

relationships. At the time of `coming out', only one participant reported a bad 

relationship with their wife, which has since improved; three participants reported 

good relationships, one of which has deteriorated; two participants reported a 

variable relationship and one participant made no comment. Miller (1979b) stated 

that the men in his study had difficult relationships with their wives, this was only 

partially supported amongst the current cohort. Miller (1979b) also stated that 

`coming out' was initiated by meeting a same-sex partner. Results from this analysis 

would suggest that disclosure was initiated by an internal desire to be honest, the 

result of which reduced feelings of dissonance. Lastly, Miller (1979b) stated that 

`coming out' was feared more than necessary and this was substantiated by the 

fathers in this study, many who stated that their relationship became closer because 

of the disclosure. This is similar to findings by Barett and Robinson (1990). 

This analysis supports some of the findings of Bozett (1980) in that the majority of 

the fathers in this study were active in their parenting role; had intimate and 
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expressive relationships with their children, particularly in the longer term following 

the disclosure; found hiding their sexuality very difficult; and, modified their 

behaviour to make life easier for their children. The analysis did not support 

Bozetts' (1980) findings that fathers prepared their children for the disclosure per se, 

although two of the fathers reported that raising their children to be accepting of 

diversity was important. Only one father used an active indirect method of 

disclosure, one both indirect and direct, and the remaining five direct disclosure 

only. This is also contrary to the findings by Bozett (1980) who indicated that 

fathers used both methods. 

The model proposed from the results of this analysis would indeed suggest that 

traditional `coming out' models lack considerable detail and appreciation for the 

`coming out' experience of a father to his children. This adds credence to the 

statement by Lynch and Murray (2000) that traditional models do not reflect the 

experience of gay and lesbian individuals who have children. 

Clinical Implications 

Many of the fathers reported that disclosing their sexuality to their children was a 

time of extreme stress. The reasons these men do not turn to mental health services 

for support through this time is unclear and should be a topic of further 

investigation. However, caution should be exercised so as not to pathologies the 

difficulties the fathers described in this study. Results of this study could build on 

the work carried out by Dunne (1987) who ran a group for fathers who were having 
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difficulties disclosing their homosexuality. Building on the information gathered 

here, clinicians could help fathers assess whether they are ready to tell their children 

and provide advice on planning the disclosure effectively. Having support available 

for themselves and their children following the disclosure provides good 

contingency and the impact of supportive others seems to effect the outcome very 

positively. Role playing how to tell their children about their homosexuality using 

suggestions from the discourse discussed here could reduce some of the anxiety 

around the event for the fathers. Following, educating the fathers to anticipate a 

period of uncertainty and a period of assimilation within their children may provide 

reassurance that they are not necessarily being rejected. 

Individually, the majority of fathers reported a period of self loathing following the 

disclosure. How long this lasted seemed to be largely dependent on the children's' 

reactions. When children continue to react badly for a prolonged period of time, this 

may have a detrimental impact on the father. Indeed the father who participated in 

this study who has not yet been accepted by his children because of his sexuality 

reported that he had had to become emotionally hardened as a way of coping with 

the loss of his children. He describes feelings of deep sorrow and feels that he is 

being punished by god because he is homosexual. Interventions aimed at increasing 

self-esteem and coping for fathers following disclosure may not only serve to 

support the father at this time, but may also have a direct effect on the emotional 

health of the child. 
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This study suggests that during the period of assimilation, fathers take on an 

educative role that helps the child to adapt to the new information quickly and 

positively. Interventions that encourage communication between the father and 

child would support the fathers in this role. In addition, although the fathers in this 

study knew their children well and were responsive to their individuality, some 

education related to developmental issues may help fathers communicate at an age 

appropriate level, particularly to their younger children. 

Limitations and Future Research 

Although this study has many findings, it also raises many questions. For example, 

testing the replicability and generaliseability of the model is essential if it is going to 

be put to clinical use. Further research would add richer detail to and perhaps 

identify new themes. In addition, how the themes interact needs to become clearer. 

Future research may also reveal whether key aspects of the model could be adapted 

to individuals in other circumstance, for example, a parent's disclosure to children of 

an intention to divorce. 

The methodology used in this study meant that individuals recounted experiences 

from their fairly distant past. This is inherently fraught with memory biases. To 

reduce this, it may be useful to interview fathers who have more recently disclosed 

their homosexuality to their children. Additionally taking a longitudinal perspective 

may give more insight into how the relationship changes and develops over time 

following the disclosure. 
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It is recognised that this study focussed only on the father's perception of the 

disclosure. Future studies including the children's' perceptions may provide a 

greater level of detail about what exactly happens for them when the father discloses 

his homosexuality. What happens for the children during the period of assimilation 

could be drawn out in more detail. For example, identifying what strategies the 

children use to cope with the new information could provide valuable data for 

clinical use. The role of the child in adapting could also be investigated as could the 

personal attributes that promote acceptance. In addition, carrying out a study 

including the perceptions of the important others may elucidate further facilitating 

factors. 

The optimal age for the child at the time of disclosure is still unresolved. Many of 

the fathers in this study recognised that age was a factor they had considered. 

However, the fathers disagreed on whether it is better to disclose when the children 

are older or younger. Future research with a larger sample size could investigate this 

further. 

Personal Reflections 

I believe that because I am a gay father and carrying out this research, I need to give 

detailed consideration as to how I may have influenced the data in this study. I 

believe it is rarely possible to be truly impartial as a researcher investigating 
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psychological phenomena and colleagues may be heavily critical that I have 

undertaken research on a subject so personally close to me. However, I consider that 

being so close to the subject matter has already drawn out and made explicit my 

biases and preconceptions. I believe that this has put me in the stronger position of 

greater self-awareness than if I had chosen to investigate a different topic and then 

influenced the research process with unknown biases. For example, during data 

collection I was careful to encourage participants to discuss both positive and 

negative events surrounding disclosure and was aware how their discussion was 

affecting me. Being able to monitor this during the interviews has meant that they 

were led by what was salient for the participant and not by my unrealised biases. 

Similarly, when analysing the interview transcripts, and whilst acknowledging that I 

have a personal style and a way of phrasing, I have discussed in the method section 

the checks I have used to avoid being over interpretative with my own personal 

experiences. Writing this paper has been under the supervision of two experienced 

research supervisors. They have pointed out areas where I have become slightly 

emotive or political and this had caused me to question the inclusion of those types 

of statements. 

Keeping the above in mind I hope to have interacted with the data in a way that has 

not disconnected me from it completely, but has allowed me to analyse it as 

systematically as possible. 
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On another personal note, I have been concerned by the lack of recent literature 

available to cite in this paper and have reflected on why this might be so. It would 

appear from following the literature in a chronological order that investigative 

studies have been heavily influenced to counteract a conservative agenda. 

Following the realisation that many gay men were once married and are fathers there 

was a concern about what effect this might have on children. The research focused 

on this issue for many years and study after study found no major detrimental effect. 

Following the increased use of reproductive technology amongst lesbians, and to a 

smaller extent, gay men, a concern arose that children raised by same-sex parents 

may in some way be harmed by the experience (Stacey & Biblarz, 2001). The 

research focus shifted to investigate this and a plethora of research exists, again 

finding no major detrimental effect. Because the focus of much research related to 

gay parenting to date has, in part, been influenced by a desire to mitigate 

social/political concerns, it has meant that the topic of investigation in this study has 

been under researched. 
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Chapter Three 
A gay man's experience of being a father via semen 

donation. 
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Abstract 

The following paper investigates the implications for one gay man who donated 

semen to a lesbian friend. Nine years later the resultant child made contact with the 

donor. Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis (IPA) of the interview with the 

donor suggested the emergence of four main themes. Theme one relates to internal 

and external factors that motivated the donor to donate. Theme two relates to the 

difference between the fantasy vs. the reality of the child contact. Theme three 

relates to the social influences surrounding being a gay father and the perception the 

father has of the child growing up in a heterosexist society. The final theme relates 

to the positive and negative aspects of being a gay sperm donor. 
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Introduction 

Becoming a gay father through a surrogacy arrangement with a woman with whom 

the father is, or is not sexually involved has been mentioned previously in chapter 

two (Martin, 1993). Where sexual involvement does not take place, this method of 

fathering requires Donor Insemination (DI). DI has been used for many years within 

the gay community and can be carried out either by self-inseminating or 

inseminating with help from medical professionals (Golombok et al., 2002; Chabot 

& Ames, 2004). 

Gay men who choose to be parents do so for many reasons. The desire to nurture 

children and to provide some constancy in life is often cited, as with heterosexual 

men (Bigner & Jacobsen, 1989a). Bigner (1999) also suggests that in gay men, 

parenthood is associated with heterosexuality and that their sense of masculinity is 

enhanced. 

Lesbian couples have been found to be more likely to opt to know the identity of a 

semen donor and to use a donor known to them (Brewaeys, 2001) and hence it is not 

uncommon for gay men to be asked to donate semen to lesbian friends. Using a 

known donor in a private arrangement between a gay man and lesbian couple may 

have inherent complications. It cannot automatically be assumed that the donor is 

wilfully choosing to be or not to be a parent; or that the recipient(s) would like the 
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donor to have any amount of parental rights. Parenting relationships thus 

constructed can therefore have many permutations (Hare & Richards, 1993). 

Amongst lesbian couples who choose DI, disclosing the identity of the father to the 

child remains an area of debate. However, when compared to heterosexual 

counterparts, lesbian couples have been found to be more likely to tell their children 

about their DI heritage (Stevens et al., 2003). This would suggest that when a gay 

man donates semen in a private arrangement with a lesbian couple, there is an 

increased possibility of future contact from the offspring. Following a law change in 

Sweden in 1985, semen donors are now obliged to provide identifying information 

which is then made available to children when they are deemed to have reached 

sufficient maturity (Lalos et al., 2003). In a study carried out by Daniels et al. 

(2005) interviews were conducted with 30 semen donors. Two thirds of participants 

were positive about the prospect of meeting their offspring at some time in the 

future. 

Among gay men, the factors involved in donating semen and the effect of future 

contact from DI offspring seems not to have been investigated. The current study 

investigates the experience of one gay man who donated semen to a lesbian friend 

and agreed to have no parental rights. Nine years later the donor was contacted by 

the child. 
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Method 

Design 

This study adopted a qualitative design for a number of reasons. There appears to be 

no other research carried out in this field, therefore quantifying phenomena that was 

only assumed to exist may have been to the omission of other, more noteworthy 

information. Because of this, it was thought important to use a design where one 

could elicit as much data-rich detail as possible about the phenomenon under 

question as a starting point for possible future research. Interpretative 

Phenomenological Analysis (Smith et al., 1999) that can be used for analysing data 

from a single case (Smith, 2004) was used to analyse interview transcript data and 

identify emerging themes that described the experience of the interviewee. 

Participant 

The participant was a 33 year old self-identified gay male who was recruited 

following a description of the author's research interest as an introduction to a 

lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender professional interest group. The participant 

was provided with written information about the purpose of the study and a consent 

form which explained participants' rights and options (See appendices 13 and 14). 

Interview Schedule 

A semi-structured interview schedule was devised to draw out issues and 

experiences which were thought might be salient to the participant. Because 

research in this field has not yet been carried out, the schedule was , created by 
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examining related literature. Themes from the literature were used only as a starting 

point from which to conduct the interview. In order to minimise the interviewer 

taking a directive approach, the interview was conducted semi-formally and the 

interview schedule was only loosely followed. Open ended questions were used to 

maximise the possibility of multi-factorial answers and the participant was 

encouraged to talk freely with only minimal input from the interviewer. 

Procedure 

The aims of this study and how it would be conducted were e-mailed to the 

participant who agreed to take part. The interview was arranged at a mutually 

convenient time and took place in the participant's home. Prior to the 

commencement of the interview the participant was reminded of his right to 

withdraw at any time and to answer questions only in as much detail as he was 

comfortable. The interview lasted for approximately one hour and was digitally 

recorded for transcription at a later date. Following the interview, the participant 

was debriefed and was invited to ask further questions about the study. The 

interview was later transcribed ensuring anonymity was maintained (see appendix 12 

for transcript extract). The recording of the interview was kept on a password 

protected computer. 

Coding Process 

Coding of the interview transcription was undertaken following the procedure 

recommended by Smith and Osborn (2003), and Smith et al. (1999). The transcript 

was read and reread and summary comments were noted alongside relevant points 
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and initial themes that seemed to be emerging from the interview. The transcript 

was read again along with the noted comments and themes were expressed at a 

higher level of abstraction. The emergent themes were listed and clustered together. 

Finally, a superordinate themes list was created incorporating the clustered themes. 
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Analysis 

Table 7: Stages of analysis and emergent themes. 

Stage One: Stage Two: Clustered Stage Three: Emergent 
Superordinate themes themes themes 
Internal and external forces Continuation of self. Blood relationships. 
to father a child. Child before HIV. 

Donation as a way of 
having children as a gay 
man. 

Need to connect to child. Loss of childhood. 
Loss of fatherhood. 
Loss of relationship. 
Loss of time. 

Social and political factors. Sexuality gene. 
Heterosexism as a social 
norm. 

Fantasy vs. reality of Hoped for future. Fantasy introduction. 

present and hoped for Fantasy relationship. 
future. Life circumstances. 

The reality. Unexpected timing. 
Life circumstances. 
False father? 

Pseudo-legal agreements. As a safeguard of recipients 
freedom. 
Impact on child. 
A question of trust. 

The dominant discourse of Social difference. Being gay in a different 

society time. 
Child's wish for a `normal' 
family. 
Sensitive to difference 
through having gay parents. 

Social norms. Reconnecting to society via 
fatherhood. 
Fatherhood and 
masculinity. 
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Table 7 continued 

Stage One: 
Superordinate themes 

Stage Two: Clustered 
themes 

Stage Three: Emergent 
themes 

Effects of being gay and Positive effects. Non-judgemental. 
having donated semen. Not homophobic. 

Safe. 
More flexible. 
Joy and positive affect. 

Negative effects. Sense of isolation. 
Relationship discord. 

The data presented in table 7 are the stages of analysis with their emergent themes. 

These will now be discussed by superordinate theme. Transcription annotations will 

be as follows: P= page number, L= line number. 

Internal and External Forces to Father a Child 

The superordinate theme of internal and external forces to father a child emerged 

from three key themes: continuation of self; need to connect to child; and, social and 

political factors. 

Continuation of self 

The participant identified a number of strong forces that influenced his decision to 

donate sperm. Because the participant had been adopted, he felt it was important for 

him to have a blood relation and this featured very prominently in the conversation. 

This was spoken of as something more than a base for security and seemed to refer 
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to a unique type of bond. Further, to have this unique bond as an adopted gay man, 

the participant perceived that donating sperm would provide a chance to have this: 

"I had quite a secure family, quite a loving family, but didn't have anybody 

necessarily that was my blood relation " (P3. L20-22). 

In addition, there was a sense that the participant was driven to father a child before 

he became HIV+. He described that among the gay community at that time, there 

was a false belief that HIV was considered as a `fait accomplis'. This meant that 

having a child was almost a race against time as the participant knew this would not 

be possible if he contracted the HIV virus. 

"There was always an expectation that I was going to become HIV+ in some way, 

and I think for me it was, there was a sense of relief that at least I'd have a child 

before that had happened" (P 10. L45-P. 11 L2). 

Need to connect to child 

Throughout the child's life the participant described a strong desire to connect to the 

child. This seemed to borne out of a fear that he was losing the opportunity to have 

the experience of seeing a child grow up, to be a father, and to have a father-son 

relationship. This was placed in the context of the passing of time. 
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"I always thought about him every day, I suppose and things, and I always felt like 

his father " (P 13. L21-23) 

Social and political factors 

In the past, the participant had been a member of a political movement for gay rights 

and felt compelled to challenge that heterosexism was a social norm. If sexuality 

was genetically determined, there was a concern that as more gay people were 

`coming out', they would have less children, and therefore there would be less gay 

people over time. 

"none of us were having children anymore, we were going to be the last generation " 

(P4, L 19-17). 

Fantasy vs. reality of present and hoped for future 

The superordinate theme of fantasy vs. reality of the present and what was hoped for 

in the future emerged from three stage two themes: hoped for future; the reality; 

and, pseudo-legal agreements. 

Hoped for future 

Throughout the interview, the participant stated that he always hoped the child 

would contact him at some future point. The fantasy of how he was going to be 
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introduced to his child was a frequent topic of conversation. This was often 

accompanied with talk about how he had hoped their relationship would develop. 

"I thought it would be this kind of smooth, I'd give sperm, he'd turn 18, we'd be 

father and son and off we go " (P24. L8-10) 

The reality 

The actual timing of the introduction to the child was much sooner than the 

participant had anticipated. Thus, the fantasy of the introduction was not met out. 

Additionally, the participant had envisaged that the introduction would take place at 

time when life circumstances would be very different from how they actually were. 

"I would be settled in my lovely house, with, you know, my life partner... but, I'm 

still doing a lot of professional development and stuff and having to take somewhat a 

step down materially" (P 18. L7-12) 

The reality of the father-son relationship was that it was still very much developing, 

but in a very positive way. However, the participant felt that he was not a real father 

because of a number of factors: he has no say in decisions that effect the child; there 

had been a significant gap in the child's life where he was not present; and, he had 

only ever been referred to as `the donor' rather than biological father which he 

recounted with a certain amount of regret. 
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"Am Ia father in the sense that I just get to do nice things with him? " (P22. L 12- 

13) 

Pseudo-legal agreements 

The participant and the mother of the child had entered into a pseudo-legal 

agreement where the participant had no parental rights. The fantasy was that after 

contact, this might be relaxed. However, in reality, the participant was still very 

much held to the agreement and this was causing some discontent which he did not 

share with the child's mother. The legal agreement was set up as a safeguard for the 

mother so that she could have flexibility to live where she chose, and bring the child 

up according to the way she thought was best. There was some concern expressed 

by the participant's father about how the legal arrangement might impact the child; 

that there may be psychological consequences for the child who would have no 

contact with its father. However, the participant stuck firmly to the legal 

arrangement because he saw it as a measure of trust. 

"I really wanted to see him, but I had made an agreement and I wanted to stick by 

my agreement ... I think I was right to do that because one of the things that made her 

happy for him to have more contact with me now is that I stuck by what I said I was 

going to stick by and so she felt she could trust me " (P 12. L43-45, P 13. L3-8). 
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The dominant discourse of society 

The superordinate theme of the dominant discourse of society emerged from two 

stage two themes: social norms and social difference. 

Social difference 

During the interview, the participant often mentioned that being gay at the time 

when he donated sperm was different to being gay now. He explained that in his 

opinion, there was almost a `gay underworld' where sexuality was concealed except 

from those who shared the same sexuality. This engendered a feeling of 

separateness from mainstream society. The participant mentioned how different it 

seemed to be for young gay people and that society was much more accepting of 

difference. However, even society's acceptance had not quite been internalised 

within the child, and the participant thought that there was evidence that the child 

wished to be seen to `fit in' amongst his peer group. This was in the sense that the 

child did not openly advertise that he was conceived by DI. 

"I think it is kind of hard to go into secondary school and go, oh, I have a donor, 

and here is my lesbian mother and my gay father... I think he describes it much more 

conventionally " (P 16. L 16-20) 

On a more positive aspect, the participant felt encouraged that the child was exposed 

to difference, this having the perceived effect that his child was more open to 

difference and empathic about it. 
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Social norms 

The participant described that being a father had, in a way, reconnected him to 

society. Prior to being a father he had felt part of a minority group for so long. 

Therefore having a child had, in some way, helped him to think of himself as more 

normal. 

"It reconnects me to my wider community I think, where in some ways my sexuality 

disconnects me" (P26. L43-45) 

In addition to this, the participant described thinking that fatherhood and having a 

child, particularly a boy, reaffirmed his masculinity. 

"It felt kind of connected in some way to my masculinity I suppose in the sense of I 

have a son, I've fathered a child" (P 13.32-34) 

Effects of being gay and having donated sperm 

The superordinate theme of the effects of being gay and having donated sperm 

emerged from two `stage two' themes: positive effects and negative effects. 

Positive effects 

The participant described that, in his view, there were positive perceptions amongst 

the lesbian community toward gay men who wanted to donate sperm. The 
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participant has had many requests to donate to lesbian couples who, according to the 

participant favour sperm donation from gay men rather than straight men. Attributes 

such as non-judgemental and non-homophobic appeared prominently in the 

conversation, particularly in relation to the context of time and changing social 

attitudes. The participant suggested that because gay men already live an alternative 

sexuality, lesbian women view gay men as safer to have a child with because they 

presume gay men are more flexible in their parenting styles and commitments to 

their children. 

"there's a different diversity of sexuality, there's also diversity of opportunity... it's 

about negotiating what everybody needs rather than trying to fit a particular model " 

(P20.23-27) 

In addition, the participant suggested that he received much joy and positive affect 

from having the child in his life. 

Negative effects 

There were also some significant personal negative effects. The participant 

described a sense of isolation from the gay community because he felt that he did 

not fit into any category of 'father'. 

"where do I go even though I've not met any other gay men that have donated or 

have children they are in contact with " (P23. L8-10). 
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In addition to this, the participant described some instances where being a sperm 

donor has had a negative influence on his romantic relationship. He described the 

dilemma of having to decide at what point in a relationship he would have to 

disclose that he has a child from a being sperm donor. 
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Discussion 

This study describes a number of themes derived from an Interpretative 

Phenomenological Analysis (IPA) which relate to the experience of a gay man who 

donated sperm to a lesbian friend and was subsequently contacted by the resultant 

child. The themes highlight socio-cultural and psychological issues pertinent to the 

participant being gay and desiring to be a gay father in a heterosexist society; and 

fathering a child via sperm donation, waiting to be contacted and being contacted by 

the child. 

The first theme describes the forces which led to donating sperm and these were 

interpreted as being both internal and external in nature. External forces were 

considered to be more social and political. The internal desire to want for a child 

featured strongly in the interview with the participant and is consistent with the 

finding of Bigner & Jacobsen (1989a). The sense of being apart from the child and 

that passing time meant a loss of involvement with the child emerged alongside the 

lack of opportunity to be a father. 

The second theme seemed to capture the issues that arose as a result of donating and 

subsequently being contacted by the child. There was a recurrent wish for contact, 

but the pseudo-legal agreement with the child's mother was perceived as a measure 

of trust and prevented the father from making first contact. Encapsulated in this was 
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a fantasy that the participant's life circumstances would have been different when 

the child made contact. 

The third theme relates to the social influences surrounding being a gay father and 

the perception the father has of the child growing up in a heterosexist society. A 

number of issues related to being a different type of father and child straddling both 

conventional and non-conventional society arose with a feeling of not `fitting in' to 

one or the other and may be considered similar to the notion that fatherhood is 

associated with heterosexuality (Bigner, 1999). 

The fourth theme captured what effect being a gay man had on the process of 

donating. This was found to have positive and negative implications for the 

recipient and donor, and perhaps more negative implications for the donor. 

Clinical and Research Implications 
Given the sample size, one needs to be cautious about recommending clinical 

implications. Clearly further research could be carried out with a larger sample to 

determine whether the emergent themes are common to this population. However, 

the themes that have emerged from this research may provide a useful basis to 

discuss donor issues in a clinic setting in the meantime. Although this participant 

did not report strong psychological morbidity related to the experience, issues of loss 

did emerge. In addition, a feeling of being reconnected to society by being a father 

implies a previous sense of isolation. However, this was also stated with a sense of 
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not fitting into gay or straight community. Feelings of being a false father invite role 

confusion which may have implications for bonding and attachment. Given the 

increase in the number of children being born via self and donor insemination, 

research needs to be carried out with children and parents to determine their needs, 

and how these needs can be supported. 

In addition there are other groups which should be researched e. g. gay donors who 

had not been contacted by the child - what do they experience? How do gay donors 

who have a parenting role negotiate this and what difficulties does this produce? 

What is the experience of anonymous gay donors? 

Limitations of the Study 

One of the most limiting factors in this study is that there is one participant with his 

own quite distinctive history and experiences. As a matter of course, this means that 

the data collected and analysed in this study represents the experiences of that 

individual only. In addition, the interview is a retrospective account and therefore 

may be prone to biases associated with reconstructed memory. 

The conversation has been interpreted by one of the authors of this study. With each 

level of abstraction, it could be argued that more personal biases have been 

introduced. However, to counter this, reliability checking has been carried out. 
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Personal Reflections 
Reflexive consideration given to the interview and the data analysis may reveal both 

a positive and negative influence. The principal author of this paper is a gay father 

and the participant was aware of this. On a positive note, a sense of being able to 

relate to the participant quickly seemed to build rapport and openness. The 

interviewer being a member of the gay community may have paved the way for a 

frank conversation without fear of being judged on grounds of sexuality. 

On a more negative note, it could be argued that there is the possibility of the 

interviewer and participant colluding to ensure the gay community is not seen in a 

bad light. More negative aspects of being a gay sperm donor may not be 

investigated as rigorously. However, making explicit this point before the interview, 

the interviewer was careful to ensure this did not take place. 

To ensure the researcher did not overly tarnish the data with his own subjectivity, 

the analysis of the interview was sent to the participant inviting him to make 

comments. No comments were received and it was therefore assumed that the 

account of his experience was acceptable to him. 
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Reflections on Reparative Therapy 
This reflective paper will contain reflections on my experience of reparative, or 

conversion therapy. This paper is not intended to be Political standpoint on the use 

of reparative therapy, but is a reflection of my experience as I see it. To give these 

reflections a context, I will first provide a narrative of how I came to have reparative 

therapy and of my experience of the therapy itself. Following this I will reflect on 

the therapy and consider the implications for clinicians, and for gay men and 

lesbians. 

My story 
My experience of reparative therapy first began when I was 23 years old. During 

my early teenage years I had become a member of a religious organisation following 

a period of extreme self-loathing because I'd had a few very mild dalliances with 

other boys. Although I knew that the church's views on homosexuality were 

contrary to my experience, it seemed to me as a place to become a better person, 

which, in those days meant: not gay. I had spent many years successfully keeping 

my homosexuality at bay, however, despite my strengthening religious faith I had, 

on occasion, `strayed' when the opportunity presented itself Following the sudden 

death of a close friend in a car accident, I spent some time reflecting on my own 

mortality and felt that I did not want to die `in sin'. I therefore went to my local 

ecclesiastical leader who referred me to a church run therapy programme to undergo 

what I now know was reparative therapy. 
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The basic premise of this therapy is that it is possible for an individual to change 

their sexual orientation from homosexual to heterosexual; interestingly, it is not a 

premise that an individual can change their sexual orientation from heterosexual to 

homosexual (Mills, 1999). 1 embarked on reparative, or conversion therapy full of 

enthusiasm and desperation to get 'fixed'. At my first session, my therapist 

presented me with the information that it was really possible to change from being 

gay to be straight. However, before therapy could begin, I had to make a choice of 

whether I thought I would be "happier being a gay man, or happier living `closer to 

God"'. The choice seemed obvious back then and was considered only as an 

either/or option. I left that first session full of hope for the future that I might one 

day be able to be free of the awful `condition' that tortured me. 

During the next few sessions I was presented with various theories related to what 

made people homosexual. These theories were centred around inhospitable family 

dynamics and an individuals perception of the interactions between them and other 

family members. It was made clear that at some point, to manage "the terrible" 

family dynamics, that I must have chosen homosexuality as a coping mechanism. I 

read several books on the subject (Moberly, 1983; Konrad, 1992) and for the first 

time I was heartened by an open discussion of something I thought so terrible. I was 

thrilled to read anecdotes of non-gay individuals who went on to marry and have 

children, and I could really relate to the struggles of other men who were torn 

between their attractions to men, and devotion to God. 
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Being able to confide in my therapist about the darker side of my life was extremely 

liberating, and having a time to talk about these issues was unique. We soon 

identified that I was gay because I perceived that my father was physically abusive. 

In a state of fear, I generalised that all men were physically abusive and therefore 

identified with females more readily. This was to the neglect of relationships with 

males. On reaching puberty my inherent drive to associate with males became 

sexualised to the point that instead of wanting to be with men, I wanted men. It 

therefore seemed perfectly instinctive that the way to treat this affliction was to 

spend more time socialising with heterosexual men and doing masculine, ̀ things'. I 

was soon assigned a male mentor and embarked on the most fervent of efforts to be 

straight. I prayed relentlessly and fasted many, many times. I did all my homework, 

I was the perfect client. I learned that when I was attracted to men, I was 

fragmenting them and admiring the things about them that I lacked in myself. For 

example, being attracted to blonde hair was because I wanted blonde hair; being 

attracted to men with a sense of humour was because I wanted to be as humorous as 

they were. I was assured that should I act on my impulses to be with these men, I 

would soon grow tired of them as I was not attracted to them as whole people. I 

would find myself desolate and empty, because what I really needed would remain 

unfulfilled until my relationship with `normal' men improved. 

The more the teaching went on, the more I believed, unquestioningly. I didn't want 

to be the man who didn't try hard enough to change and therefore failed. I didn't 

want to be the one whose faith wasn't strong enough to effect change. And, I didn't 
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want to be the one who would end up an empty, sad old man with nothing and 

nobody in my life. 

The evaluation of the outcome of therapy seems unclear to me now, but I felt more 

able to manage my attractions to men. That said, a comment in my journal that I 

kept at the time reminds me that immediately following my final therapy session I 

went on holiday to India and was extremely disappointed to still be attracted to men 

on the beach. I could not bear to think the therapy, and the money I paid to have it, 

had not changed me. My experience of still being attracted to men felt like I was a 

failure. However, I soon rationalised that I could not expect to be completely 

`healed' straight away, but that this would continue over time. That particular belief 

was shattered when I saw an e-mail from a member of a `same-sex attraction 

discussion group' stating that although he had not been with a man for 28 years, he 

was finding it torturous to carry on feeling attracted to other men. 

At around the same time I began my undergraduate psychology degree and was 

learning to ask more questions, and be more critical of psychological theories. It 

was not before long that I discovered a very scant evidence base supporting the use 

of reparative therapy. I realised that this therapy was only used in conjunction with 

religious organisations and that the minute data available supporting reparative 

therapy came from such organisations. I was still experiencing attractions to men 

despite getting married and making every effort to `integrate' into masculine realms. 

In my inner thoughts I was having to face the fact that this therapy had not changed 
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my sexual orientation and I was faced with the decision to live a life unfulfilled, or 

identify as homosexual. I knew of no professional services that were available to 

help navigate myself through this very turbulent time. 

My reflections 
Happily, I now live with my homosexual behaviour in congruence with my thoughts 

and feelings, for the most part, but I do look back over the course of those five years 

with many elements of regret. My reflections on the experiences described above 

lead to me seek out learning points as a way to give the process some element of 

value in my life. 

The initial phase of therapy lifted me because I could finally talk about a dark secret 

that tormented me. However, when asked the question as to whether I would rather 

be gay than be closer to God, there was no space given to reflect on this decision. I 

was slightly fearful that stating I wanted to be gay would have been the wrong thing 

to say, so with a quick therapist-affirming statement, therapy was undertaken 

immediately. This reminds me of the systemic work I undertook on my learning 

disabilities placement where one of the first questions I was taught to ask was 

`whose problem is this? ' Or in other words, carefully consider whether this is a 

problem only because other people think that it is. I now like to remember the 

words of Schreier (1998) who summarised his paper published in the Journal of 

Mental Health Counselling `where there is no illness, there is no cure', a tenet that 

certainly rings true for me personally, but also professionally. 
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Also during the initial phase of therapy, my wholehearted acceptance of the theory 

of defensive detachment and fragmentation leads me to question to what extent our 

clients, in desperation for an answer that explains their problems, fixate on aspects 

of the information we give them. At a time in my life when I was very vulnerable, I 

certainly grasped the first explanation without considering others. It is only now that 

I realise there are many disputations about the causes of homosexuality and I 

currently adhere to a more interactionist explanation. Indeed I realise now that an 

abusive father does not necessarily cause a child to develop same-sex attractions and 

that there are many people who have had an abusive father and not been gay. The 

power of a therapist to facilitate a belief at a very precarious time in a person's life 

needs to be borne in the therapist's mind and one should be cautious about 

presenting theory as fact. Further to this, my age meant that I had a narrow view of 

life and my background led me to be unquestioning of authority figures. This way 

of thinking is not uncommon and leads me to ponder the influence clinicians can 

have when in therapeutic contact with young people and how suggestions might be 

construed as truths. In my view, even the most humanistic of therapists will be held, 

to a greater or lesser extent, in a position of authority by those in their care by the 

very nature of client/therapist relationship. 

Whilst reflecting on the role of religion in a therapeutic context, I understand that a 

large body of individuals within our society gain strength and much happiness from 

having religion in their lives. Indeed, I have also observed many people do much 
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good in the name of religion. However, my experience of reparative therapy does 

cause me to question how helpful it is to maintain a belief system that stigmatises 

gay men and lesbians even in the face of the current evidence that suggests 

homosexuality is not a lifestyle choice, and cannot be changed (Schreier, 1998; 

Ford, 2001; Jenkins & Johnston, 2004). Sadly, this tends to be an irresolvable 

argument between scientists and religionists and does beg the question as to where 

the scientist-practitioner stands between these ever widening poles. There continues 

to be a lack of evidence base to support reparative therapy. Indeed, there is a heated 

debate amongst clinicians who treat issues related to homosexuality rather treat 

homosexuality, that, contrary to helping individuals, reparative therapy can have a 

negative effect on self esteem and can lead to depression, social isolation and sexual 

dysfunction (Haldeman, 2001). This knowledge highlights to me that as scientist- 

practitioners, clinical psychologists must be very aware of the biases behind any 

evidence base, and this does not only apply to reparative therapy, but needs to be 

more generalised to evidence as a whole. Further still, clinicians must question the 

evidence base even when it appears to have no bias and should consider an evidence 

base within a cultural, historical and social framework, and acknowledge that in a 

sense evidence should be viewed from a relativist perspective. For example, until 

1973, homosexuality was considered a mental disorder within the American issued 

DSM. 

However, I realise that at times, the evidence base will run contrary to a value base. 

Of course, therapists come to sessions with their own beliefs and values systems and 
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while a clinician may try to suspend these, I do wonder to what extent this is 

possible. I myself cannot claim to be able to do this, and there are many behaviours 

clients engage in that run contrary to my values. For example, I often meet parents 

either socially or in therapy who smack their children. A situation such as this 

encourages me to reflect that although I feel at odds with this behaviour, it does not 

mean that I should denounce it. To aid resolution to this dilemma a solution may lie 

in making ones own values explicit to a client, but stating them as a personal choice 

and only one position. Hopefully this should facilitate congruence within the 

therapist, and therefore foster a more genuine therapeutic relationship. In addition, 

whilst realising that some problem maintaining values and beliefs can be gently 

questioned from a non-judgemental stance, a client has every right to have their 

beliefs respected, as does the therapist. 

On considering the steps I took to `get better', fasting and prayer were integral to the 

process. This was because these were reported to have great faith-strengthening 

properties and that faith would heal me. In addition, there was the idea that I could 

also be forgiven. Reparative therapy is laden from a standpoint that homosexuality 

is wrong and that practicing individuals are sinful. An individual who is showing 

little progress can easily perceive that this is because they are not doing enough to 

change and that they do not have enough faith. As well as the detrimental impact on 

the client's self-esteem and already diminishing self-worth (Johnston & Jenkins, 

2004), the fervent therapist may also view themselves as failures. This may lead 

them to advise additional praying and fasting and the client can find themselves in a 
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cycle of all that they can do is not enough. Of course, as clinical psychologists we 

should try to reflect appropriately on the reasons a client may not be improving and 

return to our formulations to identify maintenance cycles. 

Towards the end of therapy there began to arise in me the impression that getting 

married would be a sensible course of action. Of course, this was to have disastrous 

consequences. However, because within the religion I was a member of, marriage 

was reported to be the highest state of happiness, and that without being married one 

could not achieve their full heavenly potential, it is no wonder I chose to do this. To 

me, this was also a way to tell the world I was `normal' after feeling stigmatised for 

so long. The point of relevance of this to me now is that as a clinician, I need to 

agree with the client and be very clear of what the expected outcomes of a therapy 

may be. 

Relapse prevention is always a strategy that I like to discuss with each client towards 

the end of therapy. However, I realise that when it came to `relapse' within me, I 

largely ignored the signs because I could not bear to be considered a failure. For this 

reason, attractions to men whilst walking along the beach in India were swept 

emphatically out in the ocean with a clever rationalisation with which to keep my 

pride intact. Reflecting on this for clients, identifying relapses is all well and good, 

but, if we fail to consider what it might mean to the client to have a relapse it may be 

futile. 
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Reflecting on reflecting 
Writing this reflective paper has given some sort of semblance to the thoughts I have 

had on my experience of reparative therapy. It has allowed me to find some element 

of closure to the experience as I have given words to whirls of previously unformed 

thoughts I have been carrying around in my head for many years. It has been 

cathartic for me and has helped me to explore my experience and has reminded me 

of how life can be `the other side of the chair'. Meta-reflecting has also helped me 

to see how I can use my own experience of therapy to good ends in hopefully 

becoming a better therapist myself. In addition, by revealing the elements of an 

important experience in my life, I hope that other therapists will reflect on the 

clinical issues raised within this paper and consider them in their practice. 

On another personal note, reading the literature and conducting the research 

interviews for this thesis has helped me to remember that I am not alone as a gay 

man who struggled to disclose his sexuality, nor am I alone as a gay father. I have 

been touched by the stories of the men who have disclosed to their children and it is 

heartening for me to hear that, for the majority, their relationships continue to 

flourish. I am confident that when I feel the time is right to disclose my 

homosexuality to my own children that I can use the model developed here to better 

understand the processes that may ensue. 
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Appendix 3- Interview schedule for chapter 
2 

The research I am conducting is about fathers who 
disclose their homosexuality to their children. Why 
don't we start this interview by you telling me the story 
of how that happened...? 

Why did you choose to disclose? 

What other factors did you take into account when 
choosing to disclose? 

  Positive and negative 

What other things might have been going on in your life 
that influenced you to disclose? 

What things might have made the disclosure easier? 

What things might have made the disclosure difficult? 

How did you go about disclosing? 

What did you say to disclose? 

What were the reactions to the disclosure? 
  Positive and negative 

What went through your mind during the disclosure? 

How did the process of the disclosure make you feel? 

What happened following the disclosure? 
  Positive and negative 

What effect did the disclosure have on your relationship 
with you child? 

  Positive and negative 

What effect did the disclosure have on your life? 

  Positive and negative 

What effect did the disclosure have on your child? 
  Positive and negative 
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What effect did the people around you and your child 
have on the disclosure? 

  Positive and negative 

What kind of relationship do you currently have with 
your child? 

How is your current relationship with your child 
influenced by the disclosure? 

If you could sum up the experience of the disclosure in 
one word, what would it be? 

What would you have done differently? Why? 
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Appendix 4- Example of interview 

transcripts 

Uni anyway, um, so it just felt right. It did feel right. 

Interviewer: So you met your ex-wife and you had a 
conversation... 

PT 2: A conversation... . and decided that I 
would do it myself em, and we decided 
that 

Interviewer: How did you come to that decision? 

PT 2: It was sooner than later. My other 
daughter used to like to go to, was 
always like, stopping at friends houses, 
being the age she was at that time, 
sleepovers and what have you, eh, so we 
decided that the next time she was 
having a sleepover at her best friends, 
sort of like, always once a week they 
would come over to my house and she 
would go to theirs, um, I thought, right, 
the next time she's going there, that will 
be the time. 

PT 2: So it was a fact that you had Emma on 
her own? 

Interviewer: On her own and em, Jane knew about it, 
she made sure she was going to be in, 
she made sure that she could contact her 
there and then and the scene was set, that 
was it and, at the time, on the evening, I 
cooked food, chatted and kept putting it 

off, putting it off and going in and 
washing up and finding any excuse not to 
sit in the same room with her, cause I 
knew what I was going to have to do. 
Also I knew I'd got to do it, cause I knew 

my ex-wife was primed, not far away. 
So it was just a case of sat down and said 
`Right Emma, can I have a serious word 
with you' I can't remember how I said 
it, I really can't, but `I need to have a 
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chat with you, I need to have a chat with 
you and it concerns me and Roland' 

Interviewer: So Emma knew who Roland was? 

PT 2: Yes, she had been introduced to him. 
For a good while he was just this best 
mate of mine that used to come round to 
the house, and pick me up, and off we 
used to go. They thought for a drink or 
whatever. Em, and as soon as I said 
those words, she started to get upset, 
started, welled up and oh, well, that was 
it, I couldn't stop then and said, `well, 
my best friend Roland, obviously from 
your reaction now, you know that he's 
more that a best friend. We're having a 
relationship. Your mum knows I'm 
telling you now' and `what are you 
feelings'. And she absolutely broke her 
heart, sobbed and sobbed. And I said `do 
you want me to get your mum and get 
her to come down' And her mum came 
down, put her arms round her and said 
`look Emma, I knew this was going to 
happen, but your Dad's your dad and he 
loves you'. And I must admit she did 

say `I know, I know, I'm just upset, and I 
just I'm upset, I've been told, not just 
leave me alone now' and she went back 

with her, with my ex-wife that night and 
stayed at her house and I didn't see her 

again for three days. 

Interviewer: And so, when you were telling her, what 
was the sort of thoughts and feelings that 

were going through your mind? 

PT 2: Oh, I, I hated myself. I felt I was such a 
let down to her. I just thought how can 
you do this to your children, em, I just, I 
just didn't like myself, at all. Didn't like 

myself at all, and I saw how upset she 
was, um, yeah, that was it really, just a 
bit of self-loathing, definitely. But that 

was sort of like, for the first few hours 
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afterwards, em, then the phone rang and 
it was my ex-wife and said `How is 
she? ', `She's much better now, she's 
gone to bed, she's had a shower and 
she's gone to be' and she goes, `we've 
had a chat with her as well' my ex-wife 
and her new partner as well, who I must 
say was supportive as well. Em, who 
also apparently took her to one side and 
said `look you know, I'm with your mum 
now, but your dad's your dad, and your 
dad's the one who, you know, has kept 
everything together for you for the last 
six years' and that sort of thing and that 
was very supportive. And all she said 
was you know `she's going to be fine, 
just leave her alone'. She did say 
apparently before she went to bed that 
that must have been awful for my dad as 
well, which made me feel a bit better at 
that point, but at that point I knew, yeah, 
it is going to be OK. 

Interviewer: Yeah. 

PT 2: So there were a few hours I just hated 
myself, but after the discussion with my 
ex-wife afterwards, I thought, yes, this is 
going to turn round. 

Interviewer: So know she was going to be OK..... 

PT 2: And that I still had the support of my ex- 
wife and also finding out that I had the 
support of my ex-wife's new partner as 
well, em, that did make a lot of 
difference, and I thought, Right, I can do 
this. So that was that. 

Interviewer: That was the event. 

PT 2: And then, she stayed away for a few 
days. I don't know actually the main 
reason why she didn't come back for 

three days, but I think she just, I think it 

was more my ex-wife wanted to be with 
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her, speak with her, keep an eye on her, 
get the stability, em and then, like I had 
my younger daughter with me cause she 
came back the next day, `Where's 
Emma', `Oh, she's stopping at her 
mums, she got something to do. Colin 
going to help her with the computer', 
they had a computer there see, I didn't 
and then `she's got to get this in for her 
exams, so she's staying there for a few 
days', so that was fine. 

Interviewer: So during that time that she staying with 
her mum, what was happening to you? 

PT' 2: I was at work, everyday things, working. 

Interviewer: What were your thoughts and feeling 
about what had happened? About the 
relationship with Emma? 

PT 2: Actually, the, I had contact with her. I 
can't remember the conversations with. 
All I do know it that I knew I wasn't 
going to lose her. The fact she rang me 
on my mobile about 24hrs afterward, and 
she pleasant and `I'm going to stay here 
for a bit, em, `I said, fine, whatever, 
whatever it takes' for you know, but 

obviously I reiterated that I love her. 

Interviewer: But losing her was one the fears you had 

about it? 

PT 2: Oh, yeah! Definitely, I don't, I 

mean, you know there are lots of things 
that you got to know, that I did realise, 
theres, ah, I mean, youngsters, there's 
peer pressure, they don't want to be 
different from their friends, they don't 

want to be as they think, the only one in 

the school that's got a gay dad and that 

sort of thing. Which it transpired later, 

much much later, that she wasn't. Em 
but I knew I wasn't going to lose her, 

that was the main thing, that I knew I 
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wasn't going to lose her. I also had to 
keep reiterating to her look, `I am not 
going to suddenly start' I don't know 
what misconceptions she had, but I was 
trying to think of all the things she could 
possible be thinking of. `I'm not going to 
start wearing women's clothes, I'm not 
going to start being all limp wristed' it's 
probably what she though em, and I 
wasn't going to have an entourage of gay 
men coming through the house, stopping 
over and lots of casual sex going 
on.. . cause that was just never going to 
happen, em, but I had to make her realise 
that deep down. She said `oh, I don't 
want to hear about things like that', but I 
said ' you need to know, things are not 
going to change, I am not going to 
embarrass you in front of your friends. If 
you want to tell anyone', this is another 
things, I said, `if you don't want to tell 
anyone, that's fine, it's up to you if you 
want to tell anyone and who, but all I 
will say is, if you are going to tell friends 
and that, I'd make sure they are very 
good friends before you tell them', you 
know, that sort of thing. 

Interviewer: Why did you say that? 

PT 2: I don't know, but I got a feeling that she 
may have had some sort of comment 
from somebody about me, which is one 
reason why I think she started to put two 
and two together about my sexuality. 
She's never admitted that, but I have a 
feeling, cause I do know, cause 
obviously I used to go clubbing and 
stuff, I do know some of Emma's friends 

used to go to gay clubs, as girls, cause 
they felt safe, and I'm wondering 
whether I'd been seen, that she'd had 

some negative comments She says not, 
but I think she did, I think she did 

perhaps. But she's not admitting that to 

me for my feelings I think. So I did 
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everything I could think of to try and put 
her mind at ease, I did. And I think it 
worked, because when she came home 
three days later, absolutely fine, 
absolutely fine, and used to say to her, 
I'd say `I'm going to want Roland round 
here, but I will always tell you when he's 
coming. If you are uneasy with it, if you 
want to take up to your mums you can, 
I'm not saying you've got to be out of 
the way for when he's here because I 
would love you to interact with him as 
well. It didn't happen straight away, but 
later on it did. It was gradual process, I 
didn't pushed. Never ever pushed. 

Interviewer: What's sort of happened to your 
relationship with Emma since you came 
out? 

PT 2: It's less of father/daughter thing, it's I 

mean, there is always a father daughter 
thing, but it's, we're also quite good 
friends as well now. 
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Appendix 5- Example of interview transcript with annotations 
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Appendix 6- Example of emergent themes list 
Participant 
No 

Emergent Theme 

2 Process to reach self acceptance 
Starting out as gay 
Meeting new male partner 
Process leading to disclosure 
Being in a position to tell 
Weighing up for and against 
Foretelling the disclosure 
Making a plan: what to say; who to; setting the scene; 
timing 
Fear of being exposed 
Disclosing to move on; live life freely 
Not being able to move on through fear 
Moving from deception to honesty; deception; guilt; 
trust 
Role of support 
The disclosure: opening the conversation; revealing the 
deception; receiving feedback; calling in support; 
ending the disclosure 
Assimilation period for child 
Effects of disclosure on self; self loathing 
Need to return to normal 
Wanting reassurance 
What others might think 
Changes in behaviour 
Dispelling misconceptions and assumptions 
Keeping control of information 
Change in relationships 
Desire for unity 
Parent/child line 
Life before the disclosure 
Life following the disclosure 
Normalising effects of friends 
Suspicion 
Knowing and responding to child's' needs 
Understanding long term effects of disclosure 
Effect of peers 
Coping 
Effect of mother 
Protecting against negative consequences 
Regret and hindsight 
Getting back to normal 
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4 Precipitating factors 
Intervening period 
Need for honesty 

rd party disclosure 
Perceiving from child's view 
Deciding to tell 
Responsive to child 
Process of separation from wife 
Pre disclosure relationship 
Responsibility to disclose 
External influencing factors 
Homosexuality and religion 
Inside/outside congruence 
Wrong assumptions 
Fear of rejection 
Protective factors 
Socio-historical beliefs 
Religion 
When to tell; timing the disclosure 
Immediate factors for disclosing 
Information control 
Getting used to separation 
Inevitability of disclosure 
Planning the disclosure: rehearsal; prep talk; unveiling 
deception; context; building conversation; making 
space; reducing emotive cues 
What others might think 
Coping 
Child's reactions 
Traumatic experience 
Being a let down 
Losing social network 
Unstoppable process 
Importance of significant others 
Child worried about father 
Misperceptions of being gay 
Freedom 
Readjustment 
Managing children's questions 
Family relationship continuance 
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Appendix 7- Example of how emergent themes were clustered to 
become superordinate themes - chapter 2 

Participant 
No 

Superordinate Theme Emergent Theme 

2 Self realistion Process to reach self 
acceptance 
Starting out as gay 
Meeting a new male partner 

Self to surface 
authenticity 

Disclosing to move on 

Fear of rejection 
Self to surface authenticity 
Trust 
Deception 
Guilt 
Live life freely 
Double life 
Hiding from self 

Process of disclosure Weighing up for and 
against 
Foretelling the disclosure 
Planning: what to say; who 
to; setting the scene; timing; 
contingency plans. 
Telling: being in a position 
to tell; opening the 
conversation; revealing the 
deception; receiving 
feedback; calling in support 

Effect on child Assimilation 
What others might think 
Normalising effect of 
friends 
Suspicion 
Coping 

Effect on dad Uncertainty 
Self loathing 
Wanting reassurance 
Need to return to normal 
Desire for unity 
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Regret 

Father/child relationship Parent/child line 
Dispelling misconceptions 
Unchanging role of dad 
Openness 
Friends 
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Appendix 8- Evidence of research ethics committee approval 

SL5 Favourable opinion at first review 
Version 2, October 2004 

06 April 2005 

Mr Kenneth M McFadyen 
Trainee Clinical Psychologist 
Herefordshire PCT 
27a St. Owens Street 
Hereford 
HRI 2JB 

Dear Mr McFadyen 

Tel: 02476 865244 
Fax 02476 865264 

pat. horwell @geh. nhs. uk 

Full title of study: An investigation from the father's perspective on the effects 
of disclosure of his homosexuality on the father/child 
relationship. 

REC reference number: 05/Q2803/27 
Protocol number: 

The Research Ethics Committee reviewed the above application at the meeting held on 30 
March 2005. 

Ethical opinion 

The members of the Committee present gave a favourable ethical opinion of the above 
research on the basis described in the application form, protocol and supporting 
documentation. 

"No local investigator" status 

The Committee agreed with your declaration that this is a "no local investigator" study. Site- 
specific assessment is not required for sites involved in the research and no information 
about the study needs to be submitted to Local Research Ethics Committees. However, you 
should arrange for the R&D Departments of all relevant NHS care organisations to be 
notified that the research will be taking place before the research commences. 

Conditions of approval 

The favourable opinion is given provided that you comply with the conditions set out in the 

attached document. You are advised to study the conditions carefully. 

Approved documents 

The documents reviewed and approved at the meeting were: 

Document T e: Version: Dated: Date Received: 
Application 1 28/02/2005 08/03/2005 

Investigator CV 1 04/03/2005 08/03/2005 
Protocol 1 28/11/2004 08/03/2005 
Covering Letter 08/03/2005 

UTIAW" 
Warwickshire Local Research Ethics Committee 

Recognised by COREC to review Type 2 MREC Applications 
Lewes House 

George Eliot Hospital 
College Street 

Nuneaton 
Warwickshire 

CV IO 7DJ 
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SL5 Favourable opinion at first review 
Version 2, October 2004 

Peer Review 28/01/2005 08/03/2005 
Participant Information 
Sheet 

1 04/03/2005 08/03/2005 

Participant Information 
Sheet 

1 04/03/2005 08/03/2005 

Participant Consent 
Form 

1 04/03/2005 08/03/2005 

Participant Consent 
Form 

1 04/0312005 08/03/2005 

Other 08/03/2005 
Other 1 20/01/2005 08/03/2005 

Management approval 

You should arrange for all relevant NHS care organisations to be notified that the research 
will be taking place, and provide a copy of the REC application, the protocol and this letter. 

All researchers and research collaborators who will be participating in the research at a NHS 
site must obtain management approval from the relevant care organisation before 
commencing any research procedures. Where a substantive contract is not held with the 
care organisation, it may be necessary for an honorary contract to be issued before approval 
for the research can be given. 

Membership of the Committee 

The members of the Ethics Committee who were present at the meeting are listed on the 
attached sheet. 

Notification of other bodies 

The Committee Administrator will notify the research sponsor that the study has a favourable 
ethical opinion. 

Statement of compliance 

The Committee is constituted in accordance with the Governance Arrangements for 
Research Ethics Committees (July 2001) and complies fully with the Standard Operating 
Procedures for Research Ethics Committees in the UK. 

051Q2803127 Please quote this number on all correspondence 

With the Committee's best wishes for the success of this project, 

Yours sincerely, 
cJ-)C1+ý. 

ý*1*. eaý 

Paul Hamilton 
Chair 
Enclosures List of names and professions of members who were present at the 

meeting and those who submitted written comments 
Standard approval conditions 
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Appendix 9- Participants Information Leaflet - Chapter 2 
Programme Director 
Doctorate Course in Clinical Psychology 

School of Health and Social Sciences 

L" rt y Jr per iIy 

ove"-_i y C'V 3 

eis 'I c-":: U ! r. c. N . 9?:.. 
Fay C24 /J 83 

V ERt/ 

LJ 

YCVýtýY 
1. 

WA RIC 1K 
COVENTRY 

UNIVFRSIT 

Participant Information Sheet 
v1l. " is 

An investigation from the father's perspective on the disCLosure 
of his homosexuality to his children. 

You are being invited to take part in this research study. Before you decide whether 

to participate, it is important to explain why the study is being carried out and what it 

involves. Please take the time to read the following information carefully and discuss 

it with others if you wish. Please ask if there is anything that is not clear, or you 

would like to have more information. 

Title: 

An investigation from the father's perspective on the disclosure of his homosexuality 

to his children. 

Who is carrying out the study? 

The study is being carried out by Ken McFadyen (02476 888 300), who is a Trainee 

Clinical Psychologist on the Universities of Coventry and Warwick Doctoral Program 

in Clinical Psychology. Ken in being supervised by a member of staff from Coventry 

University and one Clinical Psychologist working within the Child and Adolescent 

Mental Health Services. 

What is the aim of the study? 

The aim of this current study is to ascertain what are the involved for fathers who are 

homosexual when the father ̀ comes out' to his children; and to explore the perceived 

implications of this on the father/child relationship. 
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Why have I been chosen? 
You are being invited to take part because you are a gay father and you have -come 
out' to your children. Before it was agreed that you could be approached to take part 
in this study, an NHS Ethics committee reviewed this study. 

Do I have to take part? 

If you decide to take part, you will be asked to sign a piece of paper to show that you 
understand and agree to the conditions of the study. Even if you decide to take part 

now, you are still free to withdraw at any time and do not have to give a reason for 

your decision. There will be no adverse impact by deciding not to take part in this 

study. 

What does the research involve? 

The research project will last until the summer of 2006. All information from this 

study will be completely confidential. People who agree to participate will be 

invited to be `interviewed' by the researcher. This means that the researcher will ask 

you questions about when you `came out' to your children. 

What do I have to do? 

During the research interview, you will be asked questions about what the factors 

around the time that you `came out' to your children. Although it will be helpful to 

answer the questions as fully as possible, you only need to give as much information 

as you are happy to. The interview should last for roughly one hour and you will 

only be interviewed once. The interview will be recorded on a voice recorder. You 

are free to stop the interview at any time and do not have to give a reason for this. 

What are the possible disadvantages of taking part? 

This study does not involve the use of medication/interventions and is only 

interested in your own personal experiences. In the unlikely event that you become 

upset when being interviewed, you are free with stop the interview at any time. You 

can discuss the reason for being upset with the researcher. If you feel you would 
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like to talk to someone further, you contact your local Gay & Lesbian switchboard 
who can put you in touch with further support. 

What are the possible advantages of taking part? 
Some people find it useful to talk to others about experiences in their lives that they 
have found difficult. Information that you share during the interview may go on to 
help other people. 

Will my taking part be confidential? 
Although the results of this study may be published in a psychology journal, all 
information will be anonymous and it will not be possible to identify anyone who 
has taken part from these results. 

What happens to the information? 

All information is strictly confidential. Your name will not appear on any 
information available to anyone other than the researcher. When the interview is 

over, the recording will be transferred to a PC and the voice-recording file will be 

password protected. Only the researcher will know the password. The researcher 

will transcribe the voice recording to a word-processed document. At this point, any 

information, such as names, which could be used to identify you, will be removed. 

The word-processed document will also be password protected. At the- end of the 

study, all voice recordings will be erased. Transcriptions that have been made 

anonymous will be stored in locked filing cabinet within the University. 

What will happen to the transcripts of the research study? 

The study is part of a Doctorate of Clinical Psychology. The transcripts will be 

analysed and written up as a part of a thesis which may be published in a 

professional psychology journal. If you would like a copy of the results of this 

study, please indicate so on the consent form. 

What do I do if I wish to make a complaint? 
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If you have a complaint about the conduct or the content of this research you may 
contact the researcher, the research supervisors, or Professor Delia Cushaway, 
Course Director, Doctoral Programme in Clinical Psychology, Coventry University 
(02476888328). As an NHS Ethics committee has passed this research, you may 
also make a complaint through the NHS. 

Contact for further information: 

Researcher: Ken McFadyen 

Doctoral Programme in Clinical Psychology 

Coventry University 

Priory Street 

Coventry 

CV I 5FB 

Research Supervisors: 

Dr David Giles 

Department of Psychology 

University of Coventry 

Priory Street 

Coventry 

CV I 5FB 

02476 888328 

Jackie Knibbs 

Doctoral Programme in Clinical Psychology 

University of Coventry 

Priory Street 

Coventry 

CV I 5FB 

Participation involves 

 I have read and understand the information sheet about the study 

 I understand that if I have any questions about the research I can ask them 

before, during and after taking part 

 I understand that my participation is voluntary and that I am free to withdraw at 

any time, without reason or adverse effects to me 

 I agree to take part in the above study 
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Appendix 10 - Consent Form - Chapter 2 
Programme Director 
Doctorate Course in Clinical Psychology 

.. 
` Ic h_ 
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School of Health and Social Sciences 
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WA. FWICK 
COVENTRY 

UNIVERSITY 

C;, r ill 

An investigation from the father's perspective on the disclosure of 
his homosexuality to his children. 

Consent Form 

I have signed this form to show that I agree to take part in this research project. By 

signing this I also agree that the results of this study can be published, but understand that 

no one will be able to identify any person who has taken part in this research, 

I also confirm that 

01 have read the Participant Information Leaflet 

 I understand the aims of this research 

 1 understand that taking part will involve being interviewed 

"I understand that the interview will be voice-recorded 

.1 understand that voice-recordings will be transcribed and that these transcriptions 

will be held in a locked filing cabinet at the University of Coventry. 

 I understand that taking part will involve recollecting an event in my life that may 

have been negative 

 I understand that this study is strictly confidential and that I can withdraw from the 

study at time with reason. 

Name of Participant: .......................................................... 

Signature:......... 

Date:........... 

...... Date:... ... 
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Name of Researcher: ................................................... Date:............ 

Signature: ............................................................... Date:............ 

Check this box if you would like a copy of the results of this study: Q 
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Appendix 11 - Interview Schedule for chapter 3 

Tell me about how you came to donate sperm to a lesbian friend..... 

What factors influenced your decision to agree to donate? 
  To what extent did being a gay man influence your decision? 
  To what extent did you being a gay man influence your friend? 
  To what extent did your friend being a lesbian influence your decision? 

At the time of donation, what was the agreement related to parenting roles and 
responsibilities? 

  How much say did you have in this decision? 

What was the agreement about disclosure of your identity? 
  How much say did you have in this decision? 
  What thoughts did you have about this at the time? 

Tell me what happened around the time when the child was born..... 

How much time have you spent thinking about the child since the child was born? 

  What types of things have you thought about? 

How much contact have you had with the child since the child was born? 

  How much contact have you had with your friend (the child's mother) since 
the child was born? 

  Was this part of the agreement? 

Tell me about being contacted by the child recently..... 

What is the nature of your current relationship the child? 

What is the nature of your relationship with the child's mother(s)? 

From your perspective, to what extent has being born via Donor Insemination had on 

the child? 

From your perspective, to what extent has you being a gay man had on the child? 

To what extent has you being a gay man had on the current relationship you have 

with the child? 

Who have you told about being a sperm donor? 

  Past partners? 
  Current partner? 
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  Future partner? 

Have you told your own family that you have a child via Donor Insemination? 
  What was their reactions? 

To what extent did you being gay factor into their reactions? 
To what extent did the recipient being a lesbian factor into their reactions? 

What would you do differently given the same request again? 
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Appendix 12 - Example of interview transcript - Chapter 3 

wifli a log of shame about that, so 1' mstill an aspect of 
shame in their lives, but yes, sa I think there was drivin; 
forces about me wanting to have children about where 
that kited Of led me and stuf. 

Ken: Hrmn, so, to what extent did being a gay 
man have on your decision? 

J: Em, I suppose there are a lot more 
conversations than there would normally be if I lind 
been a straight man i suppose. I suppose in any kind o 
donor insemination there would have been quite it lot o 
conversations bettiweeti friends that I think is quite rare 
for straight men to donate sperm to lesbian-, unless the) 
are a brother of'One ofthe lesbians involved. or a 
relative or something, inn, so 1 suppose the factor of m 
actually being a gay than was that we probably 
discussed things a lot more, not only about the 
iFnplicatiuii5 for us, but also for our children as well, 
that if we had ally, um. 

Ken: What sort of implications did you have i 
mind at the tile:? 

J. I suppose kind of things like, you know, 
what would our (milics say?, Um it was very much a 
time 10/ 12 years ago where lesbians were having; their 
children taken away from them and Children and 
Families teams were still kind of, you know, seeing il a- 
a risl: factor, um so there was a whole kind of issue 
ahout that and it was I th ink also about exactly -. %, fiat in. - 
role was going io be and about, um would the child 
take my surname, would it take her surname, it was 
quite a short conversation really because it was going tc 
take her surname and stuft , but it was all about the 
practicalities as well, about HfV and AIDS and about 
me and making sure I was properly tested and, um her, 
expectations about what I'd abstain from sexually 
during the period of donation, um, and what ]'d actuaill 
put in place to make sure that after the tests had been 
done that she would be safe, so there was a xvhale issue 
of sexual health that was discussed. Because of my 
sexuality I think. 

Kea: I wander how much of (bat would have 
been discussed if your were heterosexual`' 
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J: I don't think [hat much really would have 
been 

,I think there wou]d have been a test, but I don't 
think there would have been, you know the sexual 
health tests, but I don't think there would have been 
rnCCC%Narily as much of a need ior her to saIeguarcl her 
sxua3 health and stuff. 

Kenn: I guess the sense that I'm getting From 
you is that were really quite keen to have a child, a 
biological child ofyouur own, Being a gay main, 
obviou Iy your opportunities for that may have been 
hall :d at the lime, wes that a fEctur that You took into 
consideration') 

J: Yeah, definitely, there's part of tnc that 
on reflection would wonder would I have donated in 
that way now, now that I know that I have more 
opponurt ities and wtut', um and it Kind of a very strange 
situation it flue sense of once I had actually donatod and 

people, other lesbian friends knew that l have donated f 
had a lot more oilers to donate. And I did actually 
engage with one or two other friends about the 
possibility of A, o['eh parenting a child with them. But 
it ute: vt r came to fruition. it was usually me who 
actually withdrew after probably quite lengthy 
discussions and stuff- 

Ken: I would Iikc to ask you maybe about that 
a bit iatci if that-- s OK? 

J_ Yeah, that-,, ii»w, that s tine. 

Kett: Em, so at the time of the donation them 

you had, eh, what was the agreement related to your 

roles and responsibilities about the parenting. I know 

we've touched on it briefly already. 

. i: 
Em, tlhc agreement was that I %-vouldn'l 

actually have any role at all, that eh, I kind of feit that it 

was important that I world quite like to have seen what 
lie looked like and to get a photograph and stuff. to 
know how be was doing and stufl um, but basically 1 

-didn 't really have any role at all. It wa sher ro le to 

make decisions about schooling and about locations and 

about residence and about all those kind of things and I 
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kiricl of agreed that, and part of' that , vas because I dicdii'T 
feeI I Thad ma). opportuurn ities, c) I was kiiid Of 

... whatever, to get t>1 at kind of donation. 

Kell: SO. wn. i giicw: you'vt: already answered 
this question already, haut how much sa did you have in 
the decision about your parenting, and how m uch you 
would he involved? 

J. LJm, [ was able to nel! eliate cer1ain 
thines , about. iii (he scnse of l kind of i xpla mud that 
because of my own ad ptiaFi an ti s uff-abOut [NOW 
impor1 ut it was for him to be able to trace rue as a hirll 
father, it he wanted to and she kind oi' agrccd lu that, 
and jest about genera I stayEnz in contact; w c" dAl. "t 
actually sLay in contact li)r the lirsi 9 years- After the 
birth of the child 1 didn't acnialIy sec her again for 9 
yeaJ. i. 

Kcri- That was aflcr the donation or after the 
birth? 

J. After, after is donation acIita3]v. T 
didn't wc her hang preganant, We 

_[iist 
kind of lost 

contact fbi a whoic varicly of reasons. I some ways 
think it vas her, liar wit]idrii winºn, to safe- u ard you 
know what she wanted, but [ th ink 1 was also about Lis 
both being guile disotganisc: d. 

Ken: And what from your perspective do you 
think she was : saf t! uarding 

. 
1: t Jm [ suppose con Gern s about [f I saw Tli 

child and acta oliv was actual Iv kiEi of involved and that 
] would stair to encroach sk'w]y uporm tht space diat -; ht 

was truing to proled 

Ken: Right 

J: So I think it was for her safeguarding nmti 

TIOlI-irnvoivement or my agreed non-involvement at this 

Ken: (. )K, When you were 9O4)9 Ibrougth the 

process of donating, car dectdirnp to connate the sperm. 

what was the, again, you have touched on this already, 
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1)Lit . shat was Il i agreement about disclosure Oi yotii' identit V -ind how much say did you have in that'? 

.!: Um: well, I basicall 
. 
lust gave her carte 

hEanelie rind %a1d cli_ that it was fine, just dfsclosc it 
whenever, however. and she Nm l sort ufd eta i 19, she tod 
details and Dotes aild muff so that she could answer 
quesikms. l3rit I was never reiýrred to as the birth 
fatFier, I was always referred to as the donor. So 1 diclfi' 
have any kirid of father mle at all, even as the birth 
falli r[ had a donor role, errs, so ff he ever asked about 
his donor then she would be able to say.. But [ Basic&ll- 
said it wa6 line to say whatever, whenever, and when lit 
want's to get in touch. 

Kew: And YOU were quite happy with that 
agrecitteill al the tine'' 

J. Yealh, yeah, yLa1I. 

lien: can I just ask, for infonnaiion really, ciici 
this friend of yours have a partner at the time'' 

J: S he ha d a. a yes, she kind of had a 
fJarri[ncr, it ii ta firm 1iving to ; erher z'cl, 1tionshTp it 
WaS a, it was 11 vcrv c: itr, f don'r know how to describe it 
really, yeah, it was at lover i suppotie, probably bc#tcr 

kvo d to describe it. 

Kell. E pluz; s What Fin getting to is that th 1 'ti is 
:3 decision that she look indepe'nd nllO 

T. YcA vcaIi_ lt N gis just her. 

Iren: Aud did you have a part icr at the time? 

. i: 
Yes I chid. 

Eton: And what sort aicoiiversation did you 
Fmv& with your parkier about it`} 

T: tJ ni_ we ha(lx1- l bucii goinj u ut that ion y 
Gild sI iIT, so I basically said tI1 LS W'a, st)rne1 hing I a, 
pm ng to do -nd ilia (, %-as really kind of our conversation 
Later on when I had actually had a partner who I have 
ived fora COIJPIe, gwute 9 few year's grid stuff, and [ was 
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Appendix 13 - Participant Information Leaflet - Chapter 3 

Programme Director 
Doctorate Course in Clinical Psychology 
Or Dc i, i CJshway 
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Participant Information Sheet 

COVENTRY 
UNIVER61T 

J+^ -[! 

ý n.. r "rl 

A gay man's experience of being a father via semen donation 

You are being invited to take part in a research study. Before you decide where to 

participate, it is important to explain why the study is being carried out and what it 

involves. Please take the time to read the following information carefully and discuss 

it with others if you wish. Please ask if there is anything that is not clear, or you 

would like to have more information about. 

Title: 

A gay man's experience of being a father via semen donation. 

Who is carrying out the study? 

The study is being carried out by Ken McFadyen (02476 888 300), who is a Trainee 

Clinical Psychologist on the Universities of Coventry and Warwick Doctoral 

Programme in Clinical Psychology. Ken in being supervised by a member of staff 
from Coventry University and one Clinical Psychologist working within the Child and 
Adolescent Mental Health Services. 

What is the aim of the study? 

The aim of the study is ascertain themes relating to sperm donation and fathering 

among gay men who donate sperm to lesbian friends. 

Why have I been chosen? 

You are being invited to take part because you have donated sperm to a friend who is 

lesbian. Before it was agreed that you could be approached to take part in this study, 

an NHS Ethics committee reviewed this study. 



Do I have to take part? 
If you decide to take part, you will be asked to sign a piece of paper to show that you 
understand and agree to the conditions of the study. Even if you decide to take part 
now, you are still free to withdraw at any time and do not have to give a reason for 

your decision. There will be no adverse impact by deciding not to take part in this 
study. 

What does the research involve? 

The research project will last until the summer of 2006. All information from this 

study will be completely confidential. People who agree to participate will be 

invited to be `interviewed' by the researcher. This means that the researcher will ask 

you questions about when you donated sperm to your friend. 

What do I have to do? 

During the research interview, you will be asked questions about what your thoughts 

and feelings were around the time that you donated sperm to your friend. Although 

it will be helpful to answer the questions as fully as possible, you only need to give 

as much information as you are happy to. The interview should last for roughly one 

hour and you will only be interviewed once. The interview will be recorded on a 

voice recorder. You are free to stop the interview at any time and do not have to 

give a reason for this. 

What are the possible disadvantages of taking part? 

This study does not involve the use of medication/interventions and is only 

interested in your own personal experiences. In the unlikely event that you become 

upset when being interviewed, you are free to stop the interview at any time. You 

can discuss the reason for being upset with the researcher. If you feel you would 

like to talk to someone further, you should contact your local Gay & Lesbian 

switchboard who can put you in touch with further support. 

What are the possible advantages of taking part? 
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Some people find it useful to talk to others about experiences in their lives that they 
have found difficult. Information that you share during the interview may go on to 
help other people. 

Will my taking part be confidential? 
Although the results of this study may be published in a psychology journal, all 
information will be anonymous and it will not be possible to identify anyone who 
has taken part from these results. 

What happens to the information? 

All information is strictly confidential. Your name will not appear on any 
information available to anyone other than the researcher. When the interview is 

over, the recording will be transferred to a PC and the voice-recorded file will be 

password protected. Only the researcher will know the password. The researcher 

will transcribe the voice recording to a word-processed document. At this point, any 
information, such as names, which could be used to identify you, will be removed. 

The word-processed document will also be password protected. At the end of the 

study, all voice recordings will be erased. Transcriptions that have been made 

anonymous will be stored in a locked filing cabinet within the University. 

What will happen to the transcripts of the research study? 

The study is part of a Doctorate of Clinical Psychology. The transcripts will be 

analysed and written up as a part of a thesis which may be published in a 

professional psychology journal. If you would like a copy of the results of this 

study, please indicate so on the consent form. 

What do I do if I wish to make a complaint? 

If you have a complaint about the conduct or the content of this research you may 

contact the researcher, the research supervisors, or Professor Delia Cushaway, 

Course Director, Doctoral Programme in Clinical Psychology, Coventry University 
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(02476888328). As an NHS Ethics committee has passed this research, you may 
also make complain through the NHS. 

Contact for further information: 

Researcher: Ken McFadyen 

Doctoral Programme in Clinical Psychology 

Coventry University 

Priory Street 

Coventry 

CV 15FB 

Research Supervisors: 

Dr David Giles 

Department of Psychology 

University of Coventry 

Priory Street 

Coventry 

CV I 5FB 

02476 888328 

Jackie Knibbs 

Doctoral Programme in Clinical Psychology 

University of Coventry 

Priory Street 

Coventry 

CV1 5FB 

Participation involves 

 I have read and understand the information sheet about the study 

 1 understand that if I have any questions about the research I can ask them 

before, during and after taking part 

 1 understand that my participation is voluntary and that I am free to withdraw at 

any time, without reason or adverse effects to me 

 1 agree to take part in the above study 
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Appendix 14 - Consent Form - Chapter 3 
Programme Director 
Doctorate Course in Clinical Psychology 

-'A, - Ic-si "IS: PhD 
, A=ßr5 c: 'svcrr; l (CJ -. f,: r :. 

School of Health and Social Sciences 

PisvCI c; "I C,., irr! ... ,: 

WINN 

{=i 

WARWICK 
COVENTRY 

11 NIvER51TV 

C. 
- 6. 

YJ. i . 

A gay man's experience of being a father via semen donation 

Consent Form 

I have signed this form to show that I agree to take part in this research project. By 

signing this I also agree that the results of this study can be published, but understand that 

no one will be able to identify any person who has taken part in this research. 

I also confinn that: 

 I have read the Participant Information Leaflet 

 T understand the aims of this research 

 1 understand that taking part will involve being interviewed 

 I understand that the interview wif be voice-recorded 

 I understand that voice-recordings will be transcribed and that these transcriptions 

will be held in a locked fining cabinet at the University of Coventry. 

 I understand that taking part will involve recollecting an event in my life that may 

have been negative 

 I understand that this study is strictly confidential and that [ can withdraw from the 

study at time with reason. 

Name of Participant: ........................................................... 

Signature:......... .................................................. 

Date:........... 

Date:............ 
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Name of Researcher: ...................................................... Date:............ 

Signature: .................................................................. 
Date:............ 

Check this box if you like the results of this study: Q 
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